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1 - GUNS REVIEW MAGAZINES
Twelve English Guns Review magazines from 1973/74. Excellent articles on modern and collectable firearms. VGC

2 - GUNS REVIEW MAGAZINES
Similar to previous lot except 1970/71 vintage. VGC

3 - TWO GUN BOOKS
Two hard cover large format Antique & Collectable gun books. Gun by Akehurst and Firearms by Orbis, both colour photos. GC

4 - PISTOL BAGS
Five pistol zip up storage bags. VGC

5 - 12G BRASS CASES
25 CBC brand brass 2 1/2” 12g empty cases. New in the box with slight discoloring of brass otherwise ExC.

6 - 12G BRASS CASES
Similar to previous lot. ExC

7 - 308 LINK
140 MG 7.62 cal disintegrating links. New in 20 link boxes. ExC

8 - JAPANESE ARtillERY SHELL
WWII Japanese brass empty shell, 3 1/2” by 11 1/4” clear arsenal marks on the base, some dents. Ex-Veganville, ideal for a display. FC

9 - JAPANESE ARtillERY SHELL
Similar to previous lot but measures 3 1/2” by 7” long, with dents and rolled over at the top. FC

10 - 308 TRACER PROJECTILES
Approx. 200 .30cal tracer projectiles. GC

11 - MAUSER 98 RIFLE
German Weimar period Mauser 98 Military rifle, 25” 8mm cal barrel with original sights. The chamber code marked 245 and dated 1930. Metalwork has grey patina and some areas of pinnicking around the bolt. Waffenamt on the floor plate and ExC wartime laminate wooden stock. GWOCCLR

12 - FN MAUSER RIFLE
A Peruvian contract M1935 Belgian FN made Military rifle, 24” 7.65 Argentine cal barrel with original sights and bayonet lug. Chamber marked with Peruvian crest and the side FN etc. Metalwork with nearly all original blue finish. ExC original woodwork. ExVGWOCCLR

13 - EARLY SWEDISH MAUSER
A seldom seen German manufactured Swedish Military Model 1896 Mauser rifle, 30” 6.5x55 cal barrel with original sights and bayonet lug. Chamber marked WAFFENFABRIK MAUSER OBENDORF A/N 1899. Metalwork with near all original bright blue and matching numbers. ExC original woodwork. ExWOCCLR

14 - CZ 22 RIFLE
Model 452-2E 2KM .22lr bolt action rifle, 24” barrel with iron sights and fitted with 3-9 tasco. Metalwork with near all original finish and VGC original wooden stock and 10R magazine. VGWOCCLR

15 - BRNO 22 RIFLE
Good quality Czech model 581 .22lr semi automatic rifle, 20” barrel threaded for suppressor and foresight removed but rear sight is present and dated 76. Metalwork has near all bright blue and has original 10R magazine. VGC original wooden stock. VGWOCCLR

16 - CZ/BRNO MAGAZINE
10R steel magazine to fit the 22lr bolt action rifle. New ones are now only available in plastic. ExC

Estimates - Although we do not print estimated prices we will be happy to provide them for you. Please contact Greg on +64 9 579-3771

ITEMS NOT NECESSARILY TO SCALE
33 - SAKO VIXEN RIFLE
A nice example of an early finish Sako Vixen. 222 bolt action sporting rifle, 24 1/4" barrel with original sights fitted and marked with calibre info, the receiver marked SAKO etc. and has detachable box magazine. Metalwork has most overall original blue thinning in a few spots. ExC original woodwork with butt pad and sling swivels. Hard to find in this condition. Ex-VGWO&C ALR

34 - SAUER 202 ELEGANCE RIFLE
A very high quality German Sauer and Sohn Model 202 Elegance bolt action sporting rifle, 25.5mm Remington Magnum barrel with iron sights and front swivel ring. The receiver with Sauer banner and marked model 202 and fitted with quick release 30mm rings. The metalwork is in VG condition retaining near all bright blue except a 5" area extending from the muzzel with patches of pitting. The pitting is not very deep and could be repaired. The original stock has a 3/4" extension with aftermarket butt plate and brass owners escucheon. GWOWC ALR

35 - MAUSER M77 RIFLE
A high grade German Mauser model 77 bolt action sporting rifle, 3 3/4" barrel with original adjustable sights and ambidextrous safety. The frame is marked STAR etc. Metalwork with near all original blued finish and ExC original plastic grips contained in its original box with spare magazine and manual. ExC WO&C CLR

36 - STAR PISTOL
Spanish Star model 30PK 9mm double action semi auto pistol, 3 3/4" barrel with original adjustable sights and ambidextrous safety. The frame is marked STAR etc. Metalwork with near all original blued finish slightly thinning on leading edges. ExC early type original wooden horizontal grooved grips with lanyard ring at the base. Widely considered one of the nicest and most accurate 9mm pistols ever made. ExWO&C B/CLR

37 - SIG P210 PISTOL
A Swiss Army model SIG P210 9mm semi automatic pistol, 4 3/4" barrel with fixed sights. Marked with SIG logo and correct A prefix serial number. Metalwork has near all original blue finish thinning slightly on leading edges. ExC early type original wooden horizontal grooved grips with lanyard ring at the base. Widely considered one of the nicest and most accurate 9mm pistols ever made. ExWO&C B/CLR

38 - SIG P220 ARMY PISTOL
A seldom seen original Swiss Army Sig 9mm P220 pistol, 4 1/4" barrel. The slide with fixed sights and Swiss cross as well as A serial prefix (designates Military issue). Metalwork with near all original parkerised type finish. ExC original plastic grips and includes original leather holster. ExWO&C B/CLR

39 - SWISS LUGER PISTOL
Model 06/29 7.65mm cal semi automatic luger pistol, 4 3/4" barrel with Swiss proof. The toggle marked with Swiss cross and Waffenfabrik BERN and the side with proof and sold out of service mark. Metalwork shows most overall bright blue thinning on the underside of the barrel at the muzzle, in front of the sideplate and grip safety. Fire blue and straw colours are still bright. ExC original wooden grips and correct magazine with some loss of finish. VGWO&C B/CLR

40 - RAD HEWER KNIFE
A scarce and desirable Nazi period Rad Hewer hunting type knife, 9 1/4" blade with clear motto & makers mark on the otherside. Some speckling to the blade finish. VG bone handles heavy. ExC sheath with some dings below the Swastika. Has near all plating. VG

41 - SA DAGGER
WWII Nazi 1933 type SA dagger made by Puma, 8 3/4" blade with motto & makers mark. Some slight staining to the metal. VG crossguard and emblem fit. VG original scabbard. VG

42 - MINATURE SA DAGGER
Unusual miniature Nazi SA dagger, 5 1/2" blade with motto & RZM marks, some pin prickling and dark patina. The plated cross guards are losing finish. Includes original steel scabbard. GC

43 - GERMAN M1940 MARINE HELMET
A hard to find WWII Nazi German helmet. Most original finish, the Swastika has been removed from below the eagle on the decal. Code marked ET64 on the inside as well as a name in paint. Original leather liner without chin strap. VG

44 - GERMAN LUFTWAFFE HELMET
WWII Nazi Model 1942 Luftwaffe ground troops/para troopers helmet. Most original dark green / black finish. The decal has lost most of its colour. Code marked NS64. Original leather liner without chin strap. Rare in this colour. VG

45 - FN GI RIFLE
A Belgian made German Military FN FAL/G1 semi automatic rifle, 24" barrel with original flash hider. The receiver is marked Gew Kal 7.62mm and FN etc on the otherside. Metalwork has near all original finish. VGC original finish. Includes its quick release mount and original carry case with accessories. ExWO&C ELR

46 - H&K G3 RIFLE
A German Heckler & Koch G3 select fire 7.62 cal assault rifle, 20" barrel with original flash hider and sights. The receiver marked G3 A4 and dated 89. Three position (safe, semi and full auto) trigger selector. Metalwork has most original parkerised finish, black plastic pistol grip and wooden furniture. Not often now found in full auto configuration. G-VGWO&C CLR

47 - G3 STOCK
A scarce factory retractable stock for the Heckler & Koch G3 rifle. ExC

48 - G3 TELESCOPIC SIGHT
Original German Military Hensoldt telescopic sight and mount for the G3 rifle. The scope is marked with company logo as well as FERO - 224 Nato number and dated 1984. Includes its quick release mount and original carry case with accessories. ExWO&C

49 - G3 MAGAZINE
20R alloy type to fit H&K G3 7.62x51 cal rifle. Near all original finish. ExC

50 - G3 MAGAZINE
Similar to previous lot but steel type, loss of original finish over most of the magazine. FC

51 - G3 SUPPRESSOR
A custom made silencer to fit H&K G3 muzzle break thread. ExC

52 - G1/FAL MAGAZINE
52R magazine to fit FN FAC or G1 7.62x51 cal rifle. Alloy construction, most original finish, hard to find. GC

53 - STECHKIN MACHINE PISTOL
A rare Soviet Union Stechkin APS Cold War period machine pistol, 5 1/2" 9mm Makarov cal barrel. Slide has original fixed foresight and rolling rear sight and three position selector at the rear, semi safe and full automatic (750 rpm) Russian arsenal marked and retains near all original blued finish. ExC brown Bakelite grips and shoulder stock/holster also includes its original leather magazine pouch containing four spare 20R magazines. This is the only example we know of in New Zealand that is in unmodified full automatic functioning condition. The condition of sale by the Russian government was that they were modified to semi auto making this gun extremely scarce. ExWO&C CLR
54 - MAUSER SCHNELLEUFEER PISTOL
A German select fire model 712 C96 Broom handle Mauser. 5 1/2” .30 Mauser cal barrel with original sights. The adjustable rear sight is graduated to 800M. The chamber marked Waffenfabrik Mauser OBENDORF NA and German proved on the side. The left hand side of the frame is fitted with the Westinger type selector to change between semi auto and full auto (900rpm) and the Mauser banner logo behind. The right hand side is marked with Mauser address etc. Metalwork ratines near all its original bright blue all over showing very slight holster wear at the muzzle and leading edge of the slide and the white markings are still bright. ExC original grips with correct lanyard and 10R Mauser banner logo magazine. It also includes its correct shoulder stock also with banner logo in ExC. A top example for the discerning collector. ExWO&C B/CLR

55 - MP44 ASSAULT RIFLE
A now very scarce and desirable WWII Nazi German automatic assault rifle, 16” 7.92K cal barrel with original sights. The receiver is marked MP44 and Waffen amt as well as code marked bzn (Steyr) on the underside. Metalwork has near all blued finish. The serial number of the section of metal holding the stock to the gun has been renumbered but the wooden section is the same as the gun. Complete with its leather sling and MP44 marked magazine. Now a very hard to find gun especially in its unmodified full automatic state. VG-ExWO&C CLR

56 - WALTHER P38 PISTOL
A Nazi WWII P38 9mm semi auto pistol, 5” 9mm barrel with correct sights. The slide marked P38 ac 43 (Walther 1943). The barrel frame and slide are matching numbers and Waffen amt. Metalwork with most overall original blue thinning on the edges and grip strap/trigger guard. ExC original Bakelite grips and Nazi marked magazine. VGWO&C B/CLR

57 - WALTHER PP PISTOL
A pre war circa 1930’s Walther model PP pistol, 3 3/4”.32 cal barrel. The slide with original sights and marked with Walther Banner and Zella Mehlis address. Metalwork has most overall dark blue finish. The wrist marked crown over G.R.I 1943 NO4. The right hand side of the receiver - CZ 550 Magnum big game bolt action sporting rifle, 25” .303 cal barrel with original sights & bayonet lug & British/NZ address etc. Metalwork has most overall dark blue finish. The left hand side of the receiver is marked Winchester and has pre 64 type controlled round feed action. Metalwork has near all original bright blue finish. ExC deluxe walnut chequered stock. Includes original manual. This gun is in like new ExWO&C ALR

58 - VIKING PISTOL
A Russian Baikal MP-446 ‘VIKING’ semi automatic 9mm pistol. Fixed sights and ExC polymer frame. All matte finish on the side and includes three spare high capacity magazines. ExWO&C B/CLR

59 - MAKAROV PISTOL
A Commercial Russian Baikal model 442 semi auto pistol, 3 1/2” 9mm Makarov cal barrel. Slide fitted with adjustable sights and marked Baikal etc. Near all original blue. ExC original grips and includes original holster with spare magazine and rod. VGWO&C CLR

60 - MP44 MAGAZINE
Original WWII MP44 7.92K 30R magazine. Marked MP44 and gun code marks plus Waffen amt. Most overall original finish. VGC

61 - MP44 AMMO
Approx. 70R of 7.92 Kurz FMJ ammo for the MP44 assault rifle. GC ALR

62 - MP44 TOOLS
Stripping and loading tools for the MP44 assault rifle. Most likely good reproductions. ExC

63 - MP44 GRIPS
A set of wooden good quality repro grips for the German assault rifle. ExC

64 - MAKAROV AMMO
200R of 9x18 Makarov Russian Wolf brand. NEW ExC ALR

65 - WINCHESTER BIG GAME RIFLE
A circa 1990’s model 70 Super Express boltaction sporting rifle, 25” .375 Holland & Holland caliber barrel with original iron sights & marked with Winchester address etc. The receiver is marked Winchester and has pre 64 type controlled round feed action. Metalwork has near all original bright blue finish. ExC deluxe walnut chequered stock. Includes original manual. This gun is in like new ExWO&C ALR

66 - CZ MAGNUM RIFLE
High quality Czech CZ-550 Magnum big game bolt action sporting rifle, 26” .416 Rigby caliber barrel with Safari sights & marked with caliber, the receiver - CZ 550 Magnum. Factory set trigger & metalwork with near all original bright blue. ExC deluxe chequered walnut stock. Also includes a set of 1½” millet rings. This gun is in as new ExWO&C ALR

67 - AYA 20G SHOTGUN
A nice high quality Spanish side by side 20g shotgun, 27” modified and cylinder choke barrels with AYA address. Double triggers with split ejectors. Metalwork has near all original blue and bright case colours on the lock. Ex C original walnut stock with chequered butt plate, wrist and forend. ExWO&C ALR

68 - ITALIAN FAIR SHOTGUN
A high grade Italian ‘Fair’ brand 20g Under/Over model LX 600 shotgun, 28” ribbed barrels with removable chokes (7 in total). Single trigger split ejector with barrel selector. Metalwork is in ExC with near all original blue on the barrels. The white receiver with engraved bird scene. ExC original walnut chequered stock. Includes its original carry case with manual and cleaning rod. A very nice high grade shotgun for the discerning shooter. ExWO&C ALR

69 - BAikal SHOTGUN
Russian Under/Over 20g shotgun, 28” ribbed barrels with skeet and full removable chokes fitted and 3” chambers. Also includes an improved cylinder choke. Single trigger split ejector model. Metalwork with near all original blue. ExC original walnut stock. Includes its original blue carry case, manual and cleaning rod. ExWO&C ALR

70 - SCHMIDT & BENDER 3-12TELESCOPIC SIGHT
A very high grade German Schmidt and Bender 3-12x42mm telescopic sight with 30mm tube and No4 reticle. Near all original finish and includes manual. ExWO&C

71 - SCHMIDT AND BENDER 2.5X10
Circa 1980/90’s German high grade telescopic sight 2.5-10 and approx. 56mm objective lens. German No4 reticle. Some cosmetic damage to the 30mm tube from previous scope mounting resulting in chipping of the finish in this area otherwise VGWO&C

72 - KAHELES TELESCOPIC SIGHT
A late model high grade Austrian made Kahles Helia CT 3-9x42mm telescopic sight, 1” tube with Kahles No4 reticle and 1cm per 100M adjustments. Retains nearly all original matte finish and includes original dust cover. ExWO&C

73 - TWO SLINGS
Two nice quality suede leather rifle slings with stitched pattern for padding. GC

74 - LEE ENFIELD RIFLE
British Military WWII No1 MKIII bolt action rifle, 25” .303 cal barrel with original sights & bayonet lug & British proved. The wrist marked crown over G.R.I 1943 NO 1 MKIII. Metalwork has most thinning original blue. The original woodwork with typical bruising and has clear car-touche on the right hand side. GWO&C ALR

75 - LEE ENFIELD NO4 RIFLE
British/NZ Military No4 Bolt action rifle, 25” barrel with original sights & bayonet lug. Receiver marked No4 MKI. LONG BRANCH 1942. The wrist DP (been reactivated). Metalwork has most overall dark blue finish. NZ marked original woodwork with webbing sling. VGWO&C ALR
76 - NAGANT RIFLE
A WWII period Soviet Nagant 1891/30 bolt action rifle, 30" 7x64R cal barrel with original sights. Marked with Hammer and Sickle and dated 1931 and 1932. Metalwork has all over arsenal refinish and VGC refinished stock with correct sling and bayonet. VGWOW&C ALR

77 - SWISS M1886 RIFLE
Swiss Military Schmidt Rubin M1886 straight pull bolt action rifle, 30" 7.5x53.5 cal barrel with original sights & muzzle protector. Chamber with Swiss crown & sold out of service marks, near all original blue. ExC original woodwork complete with original sling. VG-ExWO&C ALR

78 - SWISS K11 RIFLE
Swiss Military Schmidt Rubin model K11 straight pull bolt action rifle, 23 1/4" 7.5x55 cal barrel with original sights, Swiss crown and sold out of service marks on the chamber. Metalwork with new all original blue. GC original woodwork with some dings and scratches, complete with original sling. GWO&C ALR

79 - 1813 IRON CROSS
Scarce Napoleonic period early German 1813 first class iron cross. Has correct cast iron core, showing some rust coming through. GC

80 - IRON CROSS WITH BAR
Nazi German 1914 First Class Iron Cross with 1939 dated eagle and Swastika bar. Traces of gilt showing. VGC

81 - GERMAN COMBAT CLASP
Nazi silver close combat clasp. Back marked FEG W.E PEEKHAUS BERLIN & FLL in circles. ExC

82 - GERMAN INFANTRY BADGE
Nazi silver Infantry Assault badge. ExC

83 - GERMAN DRIVERS BADGE
WWII Nazi gold Drivers badge. ExC

84 - GERMAN ARTILLERY BADGE
Late WWII Coastal Artillery badge. VGC

85 - BROWNING MACHINE GUN
US WWII circa early 1940's Browning M1919A4 machine gun, 23" 30.06 air cooled barrel. Right hand side of the receiver is marked with crossed cannons and inspectors marks also BROWNING MACHINE GUN US CAL 30 MODEL OF 1919 A4 & RIA (Rock Island Arsenal manufacture). Metalwork has near all original finish, ExC original silver alloy grip. Includes its M2 tripod manufactured by Evans Products Co. and is early type with brass directional dial. These dials were discontinued early in the war and are a rarity today. One of the nicest examples of these very rare and desirable MG's. ExWO&C CLR

86 - MG34 MACHINE GUN
WWII Nazi German 8mm machine gun, 27 1/2" barrel with original flash hider and sights, the ventilated shroud is the early hole design. The chamber is marked with gothic writing BSW 1937 (Berlin Suhler Waffen). The gun is Waffenamt on the chamber, receiver feed cover, bipod etc. Metalwork with near all refinish and, as usually found, it has mismatched numbers. VGC wooden stock and Bakelite pistol grip. Bipod is the correct type also marked BSW. VGO&W&C CLR

87 - BROWNING BELT LOADER
An original WWII U.S Military Belt loader in original wooden carry box. The loader marked JW Manufacturing Co. 1941 and also Browning Belt loading Machine model of 1918. GVC

88 - BROWNING AMMO BOX & ROUNDS
US WWII Browning MG ammo can containing 250 dummy rounds on original cloth belt. Marked REEVES US with flying bomb, cal 30 M1 etc. Most original green paint with minor rust staining on lid. VGWOW&C
104 - ERMA 22 RIFLE
A German Erma model 70 .22lr semi automatic rifle based on the M1 carbine, 18" barrel with original foresight, the receiver missing the rear sight and marked with makers name etc. Metalwork with near all original blue finish. ExC original woodwork and includes 5R magazine. VGWO&C ALR

105 - GEVARM 22 RIFLE
A high quality and desirable French semi automatic .22lr rifle, 23" blueed barrel with foresight, the rear sight removed for 2.5-10x40 target type scope. Metalwork with most original blue with some scratches on the barrel. ExC original wooden stock with swivel studs and 10R magazine. VGWO&C ALR

106 - MARLIN 22 RIFLE
Late model U.S. Marlin 880SS .22rl bolt action rifle, 21" stainless steel barrel with open sights. The action with 3-9 scope fitted, 7R box magazine and synthetic stock in as new ExWO&C ALR

107 - PRUSSIAN BELT BUCKLE
WWI German Prussian Army belt buckle. Marked IN TREUE FEST. VGC

108 - WEIMAR BELT BUCKLE
Scarce steel Weimar Republic period German belt buckle. GÖTT MIT UNS with Weimar eagle. VGC

109 - TURKISH BELT BUCKLE
WWI Turkish Army brass belt buckle. ExC

110 - IRON CROSS
Late WWI 1914 Iron Cross first class with pin back. ExC

111 - WWI GERMAN HELMET
A very scarce original WWI camouflage model 1916-17 helmet. Includes its original leather and fabric liner and black stencil size 22?67. The chin strap is missing but the attachments are still present. The helmet retains alot of the original brown and green paint finish & thumb print. VG

112 - WWI BRITISH HELMET
A very early pattern British helmet. Most original dark green paint finish. Missing most of the liner but has the leather chin strap. FC

113 - SAUER 202 RIFLE
German Sauer & Sohn model 202 Euro bolt action sporting rifle, 24" round barrel in 8x68S cal with original sights. The receiver marked Sauer 202 Euro and has set trigger and fitted with 1" quick release scope mounts. ExC walnut chequered wooden stock with original swivels. Also included is the manual plus a 5&3R magazine. In as new ExWO&C ALR

114 - CZ 550 RIFLE
Czech model 550 bolt action sporting rifle, 25" 7x64 cal barrel with iron sights. The receiver fitted with Millet 1" rings marked CZ550 and has a set trigger. Metalwork with near all original blue finish. ExC chequered walnut stock with original swivels. ExWO&C ALR

115 - RUGER HAWKEYE RIFLE
A current model US Ruger 77 Hawkeye bolt action sporting rifle, 22" 6.5x55 cal barrel fitted with Nikko 4-16x50 illuminated reticle scope with side adjustable parallax. The stainless steel metalwork is in ExC as is the original synthetic stock, in as new ExWO&C ALR

116 - KAHLES TELESCOPIC SIGHT
A late model high grade Austrian made Kahles Helia CT 3-9x42mm telescopic sight, 1" tube with Kahles N04 reticle and 1cm per 100m adjustments. Retains nearly all original matte finish and includes original dust cover. ExWO&C

117 - KAHLES 6 POWER SCOPE
High quality Austrian made ZF84 6x42mm telescopic sight, 1" steel tube with German 3 point reticle and target turrets. ExWO&C

118 - LEUPOLD TELESCOPIC SIGHT
VARI X II Model 2-7x32mm telescopic scope. All original black gloss finish and Duplex reticle. ExWO&C

119 - WALTHER HP PISTOL
A very scarce Walther HP 9mm semi auto pistol, 5" barrel with original sights. The slide marked with Walther banner and Zella-Mehlis address as well as Mod HP, the otherside and frame with commercial proof marks. Metalwork has nearly all bright blue finish with slight holster wear. ExC original chequered Bakelite grips. The frame and slide have matching numbers. The magazine is unnumbered and marked P38. Complete with its ExC original brown leather Swedish issue holster. Hard to find a better example of this rare gun. ExWO&C B/CLR

120 - WWI LUGER PISTOL
A nice and unusual unit marked P08 pistol, 4.9" 9mm cal barrel with original sight. The chamber dated 1916 and the toggle marked DWM and imperial proofs on the side. The trigger guard has regimental unit mark, L1MK W.IINZ.IMGK. N45. (most likely machine gun corp). Metalwork has most original blue and straw colours, showing holster wear at the muzzle and leading edges. All external numbers are matching except the magazine which is the correct type and un-numbered. ExC original grips. Includes the near impossible to find original rope lanyard. DGWO&C B/CLR

121 - COMMERCIAL LUGER PISTOL
A German DWM commercial .30 luger cal pistol, 3 7/8" barrel without chamber date or number but has commercial crown over N proof on the barrel and side of the chamber. DWM marked on the toggle. External numbers are matching. Metalwork with near all original blue finish. A top example of an early Weimar republic commercial luger. ExWO&C B/CLR

122 - CZ MODEL 27 PISTOL
Czech circa 1950's model 1927 semi auto pistol, 3 1/4" .32 cal barrel with fixed sights on the slide marked CZ etc. Metalwork retains near all original blue. ExC one piece Bakerlite grip & magazine marked P Mod 27. ExWO&C CLR

123 - VZ23 PISTOL
A Czech model 52 .32 cal semi automatic pistol, 4 1/2" barrel. The slide correctly without markings and dated 53 on the frame. Metalwork with near all original finish. ExC brown Bakelite grips. ExWO&C B/CLR

124 - BROWNING MODEL 1900 PISTOL
Belgian semi automatic .32 cal pistol with 4" barrel. Marked FN etc. Near all original slightly dulling blue, ExC original hard rubber grips. GVGWO&C B/CLR

125 - LUGER HOLSTER
A pre WWI Lugur P08 leather holster. The inside of the flap marked with makers logo and dated 1913. The belt loops and the strap have been replaced. The strap is now a dome rather than a buckle, otherwise GC

126 - DUTCH LUGER CLEANING ROD
An unusual Dutch luger cleaning rod, 7 1/4" brass rod with patch holder and marked G5. The steel end piece is of the oil bottle type. VGC

127 - CZ65 CLEANING ROD
For the German Mauer “Broom Handle” semi automatic pistol, 6 1/2" blued steel rod with 4 1/4" wooden handle of the flattened end type. VGC
128 - 1907 BAYONET
British/NZ Military Lee Enfield pattern 1907 bayonet, 16 1/2" blade with blued crown and NZ marks and grey patina. The hilt and crossguard re blued as is the scabbards steel section. FC

129 - ITALIAN BAYONET
Folding bayonet for the model 1938 Manlicher Carcano rifle, 7" blade with grey patina, wooden scales with a chip missing on one side. Steel scabbard with some pin pricking. P-FC

130 - ARISAKA BAYONET
WWII Japanese type 30 Arisaka bayonet, 15 1/2" blade with Tokyo Artillery arsenal mark and thinning original blue. Wooden grips with some chipping. Includes original steel scabbard. GC

131 - TURKISH BAYONET
A M1946 bayonet to fit the Turkish mauser, 9 3/4" blade with speckled patina, complete with metal scabbard. GC

132 - AK47 BAYONET
For the AK or M6S rifle with 5 1/2" blade. Brown resin grip and steel scabbard. VGC

133 - SLR RIFLE
NZ Military L1A1 semi automatic rifle, 25" 308 cal barrel with original flash hider, bayonet lug and sights. The receiver marked Lithgow AD 62 prefix. Metalwork has dark original patina with traces of original finish. Carry handle has been removed, VGC synthetic furniture with sling and 20R magazine. VGWO&C ELR

134 - ZASTAVA "AK" RIFLE
A Yugoslav model RPK 47 semi automatic version of an AK47 assault rifle, 16 1/2" 7x39cal barrel with original flash hider, bayonet lug and sights. The receiver fitted with factory scope mount and is marked with makers model etc. Plus US importer. Metalwork has near all original blue finish, ExC original woodwork, 30R magazine (accepts standard AK magazines). ExWO&C ELR

135 - TYPE 56S RIFLE
Chinese Norinco type 56S semi automatic version of the AK47 assault rifle, 16 1/2" 7x39cal barrel with original flash hider, bayonet lug and sights. The receiver fitted with factory scope mount and is marked with makers model etc. plus US importer. Metalwork has near all original blue finish, ExC original woodwork, 30R magazine (accepts standard AK magazines). ExWO&C ELR

136 - SLR MAGAZINE
20R 308 cal magazine for the L1A1 rifle. VGC

137 - L2 MAGAZINE
30R magazine to fit the light MG version of the SLR (L1A1) will work in both rifles. VGC

138 - L2 MAGAZINE
Same as previous lot. VGC

139 - SLR FOREND
Wooden two piece forend for the L1A1 rifle, square rectangular vents on the side. GC

140 - SLR TOP COVER
The top dust cover for the L1A1 rifle. ExC

141 - AK MAGAZINE
30R 7x39 cal AK47/56S magazine. ExC

142 - AK MAGAZINE
Similar to previous lot. ExC

143 - ENFIELD MK VI REVOLVER
British Military Enfield MK VI .455 cal revolver, 6" barrel with ordnance & proof marks. Right side of frame marked Enfield MKVI 1925. Metalwork retains most overall original finish, shows slight holster wear to barrel & trigger guard. ExC original dark brown grips. ExWO&C B/CLR

144 - WEBLEY MK IV REVOLVER
British Webley .38 S&W cal revolver, 4" barrel marked WEBLEY & SCOTT Ltd MADE IN ENGLAND on the top strap and well as MARK IV .38 on the side with British proof marks. Metalwork retains near all original finish. ExC original Webley logo, black grips with lanyard ring. ExWO&C B/CLR

145 - COLT POLICE POSITIVE SPECIAL REV
Circa 1908 (first year of production) US Colt Police positive special double action small frame revolver, 4" 32-20 barrel with patent and caliber info. Metalwork retains near all original bright blue. ExC COLT logo, original hard rubber grips. VG-ExWO7C B/CLR

146 - COLT POLICE POSITIVE REVOLVER
A Colt Pocket Positive model 6 shot double action revolver manufactured in 1912, 2 1/4" barrel in .32 Colt cal marked Pocket Positive and British proved, also on the frame and cylinder. Colt rampant horse on the frame. Metalwork has most original blue thinning in parts. ExC original hard rubber grips. VGWO&C CLR

147 - 303 COLLECTORS AMMO
Two 15R paper packets of 303 Ball ammo with string ties. Marked CAC cartridges SA Ball 303 inch CORDITE & MK VI. Dated 1910 and 1928. GC ALR

148 - 303 COLLECTORS AMMO
Similar to previous but one packet dated 1940 and the second 1942 and is Nitro cellulose. GC ALR

149 - 8MM COLLECTORS AMMO
WWII German 7.92mm ammunition packet containing 20R, the packet is marked SMK Patr Kal 7.92mm and DWM. The head stamp has bpa code and dated 41. GC ALR

150 - GERMAN PILOT AWARD
WWII Nazi Luftwaffe pilot award. ExC

151 - U BOAT CLASP
WWII Nazi German U Boats silver clasp. Makers details on the back. ExC

152 - GERMAN DESTROYER AWARD
WWII Nazi early type Destroyer Award, most gilt and makers name on the back. VGC

153 - GERMAN MINE SWEEPER AWARD
WWII mid to late War Mine Sweep - Sub Chaser Award, some gilt remaining. GC

154 - WAR MERIT CROSS
Early solid bronze WWII German 2nd Class War Merit Cross with ribbon. ExC

155 - JENKS FLINTLOCK RIFLE
A seldom seen in New Zealand Jenks’s pattern American Flintlock rifle, 30" approx. .69 cal barrel with brass fore sight attached to the barrel band and a hard to make out circular proof/makers mark at the rear. The top of the tang marked with a V. The lock plate is marked JENK’S R1 1813 at the rear and US logo in front of the cock. Steel furniture with swivel in front of the trigger guard. Metalwork has dark patina all over VGC original woodwork with some chipping around the butt plate which also shows some pitting. Includes original rod. GWO&C NLR

156 - MILLBANK AMSLER RIFLE
Swiss Military circa 1863 original conversion from percussion to 10.4mm rimfire with swinging block mechanism, 36" barrel with original sights. The block is marked V SAUERBERRY IN BASEL and the lock plate W SAUERBERRY and Swiss ordnance marks in several places. Metalwork has most dark blue on the barrel and faint colours on the action. ExC original woodwork complete with cleaning rod and swivels. ExWO&C ALR
157 - SNIDER CARBINE
A British/NZ Military ‘2 BAND’ snider carbine, 23” .577 cal barrel with original sights. The lock plate marked with makers name BSA etc and dated 1875, the rear with crown over VR. Metalwork with dark patina, WD and British proved. VG original woodwork with clear stock carrouche and NZ marked on the butt plate. Complete with original leather sling, chain and nipple protector. VGWO&C ALR

158 - PATTERN 1853 RIFLE
A nice example of a commercial English Pattern 1853 3 band rifle-musket, 39”. .577 cal barrel with original foresight and adjustable rear sight as well as London proof marks. The lockplate is marked BARNETT LONDON. Metalwork has a nice all over dark plum patina with an isolated area of surface deterioration behind the rear sight. VG original woodwork with brass trigger guard and butt plate. It is marked W PROOTER behind the rear lock screw and includes the original ramrod. The stock length is 1” longer than on the Tower made P53’s, many of these rifles were produced by the English gun trade and sent to America during the Civil War. A nice example of a not often encountered rifle. VG-ExWO&C ALR

159 - DIXON POWDER FLASK
A small bag shaped pistol flask by English maker DIXON & SONS SHEFIELD (marked on top) Patent top with tapered nozzle 3/16 - 5/16 adjustments, 12cm overall and near all original lacquer finish without dents and small ring at the base. ExC

160 - OVAL PISTOL POWDER FLASK
An oval design 3 way pistol flask with bullet compartment in top and screw off compartment bottom. Brass ends with copper body. Manufacture is unknown, 11 1/2cm overall height, some minor pressure dings. The bottom compartment will not open otherwise GC

160A lot - DELANY DOUBLE FLINTLOCK PISTOL
For description see page 19

160B lot - CLARKE DOUBLE FLINTLOCK BLUNDERBUSS
For description see page 19

161 - VINTAGE CARTRIDGE BELT
Spring clip type cartridge belt of English manufacture (Martins Birmingham) holds 25 cartridges, some minor rust staining. GC

162 - GANG MOULD
An extremely rare and early bronze/brass mould casting 11 different sized round balls graduating from pistol to shotgun size. The wooden handles are most likely replacements. VG

163 - LUGER BOOK
Lugers at Random by Kenyon. Hard cover, 416 pages, B&W photos and large format. Long out of print, excellent reference book for the Luger collector. Dust jacket a bit torn otherwise VG.

164 - WEBLEY BOOK
The Webley Story by Dowell. Large format, hard cover, B&W photos, 337 pages. Excellent must have out of print reference for the Webley collector. ExC

165 - BRITISH REVOLVER BOOK
Revolvers of the British Services 1854-1954 by Chamberlain and Taylorson. Hard cover, large format, 79 pages with B&W photos. ExC

166 - MACHINE PISTOL BOOK

167 - THOMPSON SMG BOOK

168 - THOMPSON C DRUM MAGAZINE
100R C drum for the 1921/28 .45acp SMG. Marked Auto Ordnance and Thompson trademark etc. Near all original blue. ExC

169 - THOMPSON L DRUM MAGAZINE
50R magazine for the 1921/28 .45acp SMG. Marked Auto Ordnance and trademark etc. Near all original finish. ExC

170 - GERMAN GENERALS TUNIC
Seldom seen, very rare WWII German Army Generals tunic. The tunic is in GC without rips, as is the lining & without labels. Has all the pebbled buttons, ribbon and clasp loops on left hand side. There are also buttons under the collar for a neck order. On the left hand breast pocket is a 1939 first class iron cross, wound badge and infantry assault badge. A nice example for the discerning Military collector. VG

171 - KNIGHT’S CROSS
A very desirable and seldom seen Nazi German Knights Cross (Ritterkreuz). The cross has correct 3 piece construction with iron core. Measures approx. 48.1mmx48.2mm. It has the Swastika in the centre of the front with 1939 at the bottom, the reverse is marked 1713 at the base as well as the Hall mark 1/12 to the right. The suspension ring is Hallmarked 800 and measures approx. 20mm in length and has correct single bend at the bottom and double on top. The silver ribbing shows a nice amount of wear and the iron centre has some rust staining come through. The frame is splitting at the base along the seem. G-VGC

172 - GERMAN SILVER CROSS
WWII Nazi German 1941 silver Deutsche Kreuz. Awarded within the Wehrmacht or Waffen SS for honorable Military service in the execution of the War effort. Measures approx. 63mm acrross, black enamel Swastika surrounded by silver wreath with 1941 date. Retains the red ring and black plate on the star, four rivet construction with full length vertical pin. Contained in its original pebbled black box with spring tension button and black velvet lower section and white satin lined lid. VG

173 - CLOSE COMBAT CLASP
Scarse Nazi German Gold Close Combat clasp in original packet. Approx. 95mmX25mmH. The back is marked FEC.W.E.PEEKHAUS BERLIN & FLL in circles. Includes the original paper envelope packet marked in gothic writing NAHKAMPFPSPANGE - GOLDM and small square at the back with FLL inside. ExC

174 - PILOT AND OBSERVERS BADGE
WWII Nazi German combined pilot and observers award for aircrew in the Luftwaffe. This early type version has the eagle holding the Swastika in silver with gold gilt wreath of Laurel and Oak leaves. The eagle is riveted in place through the wings and has vertical pin. Measures 53mmHx42mmW and 65mm wingspan. ExC

175 - GLIDER PILOTS BADGE
WWII German badge issued to qualified glider pilots. Approx 52mm across the eagles wings, 55mmH and the eagle riveted to the wreath. The wreath has most gift and blackened eagle. VG

176 - MANTON WEBLEY GREEN REVOLVER
A very nice and desirable English Webley Green M1893 target model revolver. 7 1/2”. .450/455 cal barrel marked Manton and Co London and Calcutta. Above the chamber on the side of the frame is marked “WG” TARGET MODEL. The frame is marked Webley Patents with Webley flying bullet logo as well as British proofs on the chamber, barrel and frame. Metalwork has near all original bright high grade commercial blue all over with some minor surface scratches. The white finished parts are with out staining and fire blued parts are bright. ExC original chequered walnut grips with lanyard ring on the butt. Hard to find a better example and retailed by one of the worlds most famous gun makers. ExW&O&C B/CLR
177 - WEBLEY GREEN ARMY REVOLVER
A very nice presentation cased Webley Green model 1892 Army revolver, 6" .476cal barrel with original sights and marked Wilkinson and Son Pall Mall. London on the top side, marked .476" W.G" MODEL 1892. The frame is marked WEBLEY PATENTS and flying bullet logo. Metalwork has near all original matte Military grade finish. ExC hard rubber original chequered grips complete with original lanyard ring. Contained in its original red baize lined oak case with Wilkinson trade label, oil bottle and ebony tipped cleaning rod. The top of the case has an engraved brass escutcheon marked Royal Military college July 1892 Prize Tactics Corporal W.P.Bethel. A very fine example for the British Military/Webley collector. ExWO&C CLR

178 - NAVAL LUGER PISTOL
A scarce and desirable Imperial German model 1908 Naval Luger, 6" 9mm cal. barrel without serial number or proof marks. The foresight has imperial crown proof mark. The chamber is without date and marked on the side with correct double crown over M proof marks and single pentagon crown. The toggle is marked DWM and the rear section 100 for the correct adjustable to 200m rear sight. The frame with serial number with L suffix and marked M/324 (Naval Unit mark) on the rear of the frame above the lanyard ring. The side plate and take down lever are correctly numbered on the underside and match the main number. The rear bar and magazine are mismatching numbers. The magazine is the correct Naval type with concentric circles on the edges. Metalwork is retaining most blue finish thinning on the edges and grip straps. Straw colours are still present. VGC checkered wooden grips, includes its correct Naval black leather holster with Naval mark on the inside of the flap as well as makers mark below and missing the straps. The inside of the frame has a 1921 DWM inspection mark on the inside, this leads us to believe this gun has most likely been reworked during the Weimar Republic period. VGO&W&C B/CLR

179 - ARTILLERY LUGER PISTOL AND RIG
A very fine example of a WWI Imperial German Artillery model LP08 semi automatic pistol with rig, 8" 9mm cal. barrel with fine tuning adjustments on both the front and fully adjustable rear sight. The chamber is dated 1917 and the toggle marked DWM. Metalwork retains near all of the original bright blue over the gun with only slight wear on the side plate and stock lugs. Straw and fire blue colours are also bright. Right hand side of the receiver marked with acceptance marks and testing proof which is also on the barrel. All external numbers on the gun are matching except the magazine which is the correct type and in ExC. Original chequered wooden grips in ExC and the wooden board stock is correct type but with non matching number to the gun. The left hand side bears an "A" gothic letter inspection stamp and also is inscribed with the German soldiers name. The stock is complete with its original leather shoulder strap and toe cover. The holster is in ExC and is marked POSE BERLIN 1917. The original leather magazine pouch's markings are difficult to make out but appear to be 'RICHTER????S??? 1916. Also included is its type two 'snail drum' magazine with near all original blue finish plus the original cleaning rod & stripping tool. The artillery lugers were the most sought after trophies of our soldiers during The Great War and are seldom found in this top condition and complete form. ExWO&C B/CLR

180 - VICKERS MACHINE GUN
A NZ Military WWI Mark I Vickers machine gun and tripod. Manufactured August 1916 at the Vickers Erith plant with L prefix serial number, 25" barrel with most Military green enamel finish on its fluted Water jacket. Marked at the rear NZ broad arrow A 535 V.S.M and serial # L6*** as well as some hard to make out markings to the left (most likely refurbishment marks, as it appears to be a date of 41). The brass feed gate also with green finish and marked V303. The rear sight is marked 303VII No2 MKI. The receiver has near all blue finish. Wooden and brass hand grips marked R.N & broad arrow on the brush lids. The wood is in GC but has old paper stuck to it. Includes its correct steel and brass MKIV tripod. Marked - MOUNT TRIPOD. M.G. MK.IV and is dated 1942. Has Military original faded green finish. Early L series are the rarest and most desirable of the Vickers MG due to seeing so much use in the Great War and this specimen has most likely been seen use by NZ soldiers in both wars. ExWO&C CLR

Estimates - Although we do not print estimated prices we will be happy to provide them for you. Please contact Greg on +64 9 579-3771
195 - 4.5" PROJECTILE
A large 4 1/2" diameter by 23" high projectile, most likely from naval gun white with red stripe. ExC

196 - 4.5" PROJECTILE
Similar to previous but brown in colour with red and green stripes. ExC

197 - 40/60 ROUND
40mm MK4 circa 1955 marked at the base with broad arrow and includes projectile. VGC

198 - WWII NAVAL DRILL ROUND
WWII British Military 4.5" drill round. Weighted brass construction, 24" length and marked 4.5 MARK GUN & dated 1943 and overstamped 53. Includes its original black painted cardboard case with webbing handle and dated 1949. VGC

199 - PRACTICE BOMB
A most likely NZ Military aerial practice bomb. Blue in colour and marked PRACTICE 8 1/2 LB. MK2 BREAK UP as well as B.&S.B 4/75. Includes original polystirene and cardboard package. ExC

200 - NAVAL SMOKE BOMB
Marked NAVAL AIR SYSTEMS COMMAND BOMB, PRACTICE, MK106 MOD 5 etc, 21" overall length, blue in colour. VGC

201 - STEVENS 'FAVOURITE' RIFLE
24" .22lr Round barrel with original sights and traces of original blue. Hexagonal receiver marked Favourite. GC original woodwork and butt plate. GWO&C ALR

202 - STEVENS 'CRACK SHOT' RIFLE
US single shot falling black rifle, 18" .22lr barrel with original fixed sights and retaining most blue. The receiver marked crack shot - 26. GC original woodwork. VGO&W&C ALR

203 - WINCHESTER 'THUMB TRIGGER' RIFLE
Unusual .22 single shot rifle with a trigger operated by the thumb, 18" barrel with original sights and Winchester address. Pin prick pitting deepening towards the muzzle. Original woodwork with large carved pattern on left hand side and original butt plate. FW&W&C ALR

204 - WINCHESTER 96 RIFLE
Circa 1917 model .22lr pump action rifle, 19 1/4" round barrel with makers name and original sights and 3/4 magazine. Metalwork with dark to grey patina. GC original woodwork with worn but original butt plate. GWG&W&C ALR

205 - STEVENS 'VISIBLE LOADER' RIFLE
.22lr Pump action with 18 1/2" barrel with fixed sights and marked Stevens etc 70. The tang fitted with flip up sight. Metalwork has grey patina. GC original woodwork missing butt plate otherwise GWG&W&C ALR

206 - 308 AMMO
140R battle pack of 7.62x51 ex South African Military ammo in 20R packets. ExC ALR

207 - 308 AMMO
Same as previous lot. ExC ALR

208 - 303 AMMO
500R of original Military MK7 ball ammo. Contained in bandoliers inside two cylinders with wooden outer. VGC ALR

209 - 30.06 AMMO
100R of Sellier & Bellot brand, 168gr HPBT target ammunition in 20R packets. ExC ALR

210 - 303 CHARGES
Seven magazine charges for the Lee Enfield rifle. GC

211 - HOTCHKISS AMMO
48R of French 8mm lebel ammo on two metal belts to suit the WW1 1914 Hotchkiss machine gun, the belts are a little rust stained otherwise GC ALR

212 - CZECH OCCUPATION MEDAL
WWII Nazi German Czech occupation forces medal. Marked EIN REICH EIN FUHRER EIN VOLKE - 1 OCTOBER 1938 and includes ribbon. ExC

213 - RUSSIAN FRONT MEDAL
WWII Nazi German winter campaign alloy medal with blackened centres. Marked WINTERSCHLACHT IMOS-TEN 1941/42 and include ribbon. ExC

214 - PANZER BADGE
WWII Nazi Silver, early type awarded to tank crew. Has makers mark on back, lower left. ExC

215 - PILOT AWARD
Nazi German late war Zinc Pilots award with silver wreath and dark eagle and Swastika marked A on the reverse. VGC

216 - LUFTWAFFE BADGE
Nazi Air Gunners and Flight Engineers badge awarded for five or more combat flights. Darkened wreath with silver Swastika and eagle with makers mark (hard to make out, possibly Junker) VGC

217 - LUFTWAFFE ASSAULT BADGE
Nazi WWII Luftwaffe Ground Assault Troops Badge. Darkened wreath with silver Luftwaffe Eagle. VGC

218 - REMINGTON NEW LINE REVOLVER
US circa 1880 No4 New Line revolver, 3 3/4" .38CF cal barrel marked Remington & Sons etc. Most overall nickel plate, finish thinning on the cylinder. ExC original R logo, hard rubber grips. VGO&W&C CLR

219 - REPRODUCTION PATTERSON REVOLVER
A good quality, seldom seen, Italian made reproduction of a percussion Colt No5 Texas Patterson single action revolver, 12" octagonal .36 cal barrel with scroll engraving and US retailers name on the side. Five shot cylinder with stage coach scene. Metalwork with near all original blue and VGC walnut grips. With original starting at $50,000 US this is an affordable option for the collector/shooter. Also includes 2 piece loading tool. ExWO&C B/CLR

220 - REPRODUCTION DRAGON REVOLVER
A good quality Italian reproduction of a Colt second model percussion revolver, 7 1/4" octagonal to round .44 cal barrel with US retailer ‘Replica Arms Inc’ on the side and serial #1 on the understock. Brass frame with square back triggerguard. Metalwork with near all original bright blue and case colours. ExWO&C B/CLR

221 - REPRODUCTION REMINGTON REVOLVER
Italian made reproduction of US Remington New model pocket percussion single action revolver, 3 1/4" octagonal .31 cal barrel with creeping loading lever, brass frame and spur trigger. Near all original blue and ExC walnut grips. ExWO&C CLR

222 - REPRODUCTION COLT NAVY REVOLVER
Uberti reproduction of a percussion .36 cal Colt pocket Navy revolver with a 5" octagonal barrel, brass frame and case hardend rammer. Near all original blue finish. VGC wooden grips. VGO&W&C B/CLR

223 - .50 CAL PROJECTILES
A bag containing forty five 720gr brass projectiles for the .50mbrifle. ExC

224 - .50 CAL PROJECTILES
Same as previous lot. ExC

225 - .50 CAL PROJECTILES
Twenty 800g .50mbrass projectiles. ExC
226 - JAPANESE FLAG
A heavy cotton most likely Naval WWII Imperial Japanese rising sun flag. Measuring 92x60 inches. Large sized, with black and red threads and white stitching. Some black and red speckling and shows age. VGC

227 - JAPANESE BATTLE FLAG
A silk WWII Imperial Japanese battle flag. Circular sun national logo with Kanji inscription and signatures, 95x68cm with leather corners. Some tearing and fading. GC

228 - COLT 1911 ARMY PISTOL
WWI circa 1917 manufacture US Military Colt 1911 pistol, 5" .45 acp cal barrel. The slide with original sights, left hand side marked with patent info (last date 1913) and Colt Co. information. The right hand side marked MODEL OF 1911 US ARMY. The frame is marked UNITED STATES PROPERTY and inspectors mark above the magazine latch. Metalwork has most overall original Military blue only thinning on the leading edges and grip straps. VGC original diamond pattern chequered wooden grips. The magazine is the type without lanyard ring and is part blued, part white steel finish. Also included is its correct leather holster which is US marked on the flap and marked B BROS 1918 on the back. Plus its US marked Kahki webbing belt with double magazine pouch containing two magazines marked COLT .45 on the base as well as WWII dated cloth parts/cleaning bag. This gun was also issued in WWII and was traded with a New Zealand pilot during the war. This is the first time for sale in New Zealand and has been offered for auction by the Veterans son. A nice example with top provenance. VGWO&C B/CLR

229 - M3 GREASE GUN
WWII US Military model M3 sub machine gun, 8 1/4" .45 acp cal barrel. Original sights on the receiver and the magazine well marked - SUB-MACH GUN CAL 45 M3, plus guide lamp logo and crossed cannons as well as US mark and inspection mark. Early model with side mounted cocking handle. Most overall dark green/black parkerised metalwork which is US marked on the flap and marked B BROS 1918 on the back. Plus its US marked Kahki webbing belt with double magazine pouch containing two magazines marked COLT .45 on the base as well as WWII dated cloth parts/cleaning bag. This gun was also issued in WWII and was traded with a New Zealand pilot during the war. This is the first time for sale in New Zealand and has been offered for auction by the Veterans son. A nice example with top provenance. VGWO&C B/CLR

230 - M1 GARAND RIFLE
A circa 1943 US WWII M1 Garand semi automatic rifle, 24" 30.06 cal barrel with original sights, bayonet lug and dated 1943. The rear of the receiver marked US RIFLE CAL 30 M1 SPRINGFIELD ARMOURY. Metalwork with most overall blue thinning in areas. VGC woodwork with crossed cannon and Military inspectors cartouche. Also includes two N blocks. VGWO&C CLR

231 - 1911A1 MAGAZINE
7R .45 acp Military magazine to suit the 1911 or 1911A1 pistol, most original Military finish. GC

232 - 1911 HOLSTER
Good quality reproduction M1916 holster. Maroon leather with US embossed on the flap. ExC

233 - M1 GARAND AMMO POUCH
An original US Military 10 cell ammo pouch for the M1 Garand rifle. Faded US markings. GC

234 - 07 SLING
US WWII pattern 07 2 piece leather sling with brass buckles. Marked BOYT 44 to suit M1 Garand, 03 Springfield or Trench gun. VGC

235 - 07 SLING
Similar to previous lot but without date. GC

236 - THOMPSON MAGAZINES
Five cell pouch containing five 20R magazines for the Military 1928/1 Thompsons. Near all original blue finish. ExC

237 - THOMPSON CLEANING ROD ETC
Brass rod for the 1928 Thompson SMG plus blackend brass oil bottle. VGC

238 - MP40 MAGAZINE
32R 9mm magazine for the German Schmeiser MP38/40 SMG. Marked MP38u .40 fxa 41 and Waffen amt, some speckling and most overall finish. GC

239 - MP40 MAGAZINE
Similar to previous but marked gmp 42. GC

240 - REMINGTON AR15
Current model US Remington R15 VTR, 22" barrel without sights. Flat top receiver fitted with Peli brand red dot sight. The synthetic stock, pistol grip and alloy forend have near all Real Tree type camo pattern, includes two 30R magazines. ExWO&C CLR

241 - VALMET RIFLE
A Finish Valmet M76 ‘AK’ type semi automatic rifle, 18 1/2" .223 cal barrel with flash hider and fore sight on gas tube. The rear sight has been removed from the dust cover and scope mount and 1.5-6 power illuminated reticle scope fitted. Metalwork has near all finish and marked Valmet etc. Correct synthetic forend and pistol grip with wooden butt stock. The butt plate is chipped at the bottom. VGWO&C ELR

242 - SLR RIFLE
A NZ Military L1A1 semi auto rifle, 25" barrel with original sights, flash hider and bayonet lug. Metalwork marked L1A1 and AD62 prefix. Metalwork has near all reblue. GC woodwork with some dings. GWO&C ELR

243 - SLR MAGAZINES
Three 20R new ‘SLR’ L1A1 magazines still in the factory pickle. ExC

244 - VALMET MAGAZINE
30R steel .223 magazine for the Valmet M76 rifle. ExC

245 - VALMET MAGAZINE
Similar to previous lot but plastic construction. ExC

246 - AR15 MAGAZINE
30 Shot .223 AR15/M16 magazine. Alloy construction, near all black finish. VGC

247 - COLT AR15 MAGAZINE
20R. .223 cal AR15/M16 Colt made magazine. VGC

248 - COLT AR15 MAGAZINE
Same as previous lot. VGC

249 - AR15 STOCK AND GRIP
A butt stock missing the rear trap door plus a ergo pistol grip to suit AR15 rifle. Slight staining on the stock. GC

250 - NAZI HI-POWER PISTOL
A scarce WWII period Nazi marked Browning Hi Power 9mm pistol, 4 1/2" barrel with original sights. The slide marked FABRIQUE NATIONALE etc. and Nazi Waffen amt which are also on the barrel, frame and magazine. Metalwork has most overall finish which is thinning on the leading edges to show the original copper coating underneath. VGC original chequered grips and magazine. A scarce gun for the Nazi German collector. VGWO&C B/CLR

251 - NAZI BROWNING N922 PISTOL
A Belgian made Browning Model 1910/22 semi automatic pistol, 4 1/2" .32 cal barrel. The slide marked Fabrique National etc and is clearly Nazi marked as are the frame and barrel. Metalwork has near all original blue finish and shows correct war time level of finish. ExC original hard rubber grips. Hard to find a better example. ExWO&C B/ CLR
252 - RELIC LUGER PISTOL
WWII Nazi luger pistol. Found in a Norwegian coastal bunker in the 1960's with the next lot, 4" 9mm barrel, chamber dated 1940 and the toggle code marked 42 for Mauser. Large areas of the gun show deep pitting except the toggle and bore which are in GC. The grips are well cleaned but appear original. FWO&C B/C/LR

253 - RELIC P38 PISTOL
WWII Nazi P38 pistol, 4 1/2" 9mm barrel with original sights. The slide marked P38 and AC 41 code for Walther and Nazi marked. This gun and the previous lot were found in a Norwegian coastal bunker in the 1960's. The external condition is heavily pitted all over, however, internally it appears to be working. Original magazine and VGC original Bakelite grips. A great talking point for the collector. FWO&C B/C/LR

254 - BROWNING 1910 MAGAZINE
To suit the Browning 1910 or 1910/22 .32 cal pistol. FN marked, most thinning original finish. GC

255 - HI-POWER MAGAZINES
Two circa 1980's Browning 9mm magazines. VGC

256 - NAZI GERMAN CAMO JACKET
A scarce WWII heavy padded winter German Army camouflage jacket. The inside is white for reversing in snow conditions. It has shoulder button on for slip on boards, possibly Senior N.C.O or Officer. Shows nice wear and a staining on the white side. Not often seen jacket in a large size. VGC

257 - GERMAN ANORAK
A rare WWII Nazi Mountain Troops anorak. Three pockets across the chest and 5 pockets on the back at the bottom, a field repair to one of these. Green colour and reversible to off white for snow. Also in a scarce large size and very hard to find. VGC

258 - SS HELMET COVER
A very rare WWII Nazi SS troops reversible helmet cover. One side has a green and brown camo while the other has two tone brown and black, both with stitched on foliage slots and spring loaded steel and alloy clips. A very hard to find genuine item with low survival rate, some field stitch repairing. VGC

259 - NAZI ARM BAND
Nazi German Arm Band with Swastika. Correct one piece construction and sewing as well as marked inside. VGC

260 - ARMY SPORTS EAGLE
A Nazi German cloth Army Sports Eagle. White with black eagle and Swastika. 24cmWx15cmH - to be worn on sports singlet. VGC

261 - LUFTWAFFE PLATTER
WWII Nazi Airforce China platter. Oval shape, 40x26cm and marked FL with Luftwaffe Eagle and Swastika then U.V. also has makers logo BAUSCHER WEIDEN and 1939 date. VGC

262 - GERMAN ARMY BOWL
WWII Nazi German shallow bowl. Army Eagle and Swastika on the back and marked RK GRUNLAS SUDETENGAU 1939, 23cm diameter VGC

263 - SAKO VIXEN RIFLE
A very nice quality early Finish Sako Vixen .222 bolt action sporting rifle, 24" barrel with iron sights and marked 222. The receiver is grooved for scope mounts and marked SAKO etc. Metalwork retains near all original blue. ExC original chequered wooden stock with rubber butt pad. ExWO&C ALR

264 - BAikal DOUBLE RIFLE
An unusual Russian Baikal .30.06 cal double barrel sporting rifle, 24" barrels with iron sights and a bridge mount fitted with Tesco World Class 2.8 power scope. Metalwork with near all original blue ExC original woodwork. ExWO&C ALR

265 - NAZI MAUSER TRAINING RIFLE
A very scarce and desirable circa late 1930's Nazi German Mauser .22lr model 410 training rifle, 24" barrel with large 98 style bolt release and marked MAUSER WERKE etc and with banner on top. Metalwork retains near all original bright blue and has 9 shot original magazine, VGC original woodwork without any major dings or cracks. There is a 15cm scratch on one side. The scratch is shallow and could be repaired. Hard to find a better example. ExWO&C ALR

266 - VINTAGE SMALLBORE MAUSER RIFLE
A very nice quality circa early 1930's model MS420 improved system .22lr bolt action rifle, 25 1/2" barrel with 98 style training adjustable sights & heavy profile. The receiver marked MAUSER-WERKE & Obendorf address with banner on top of the receiver which is grooved for scope mounts & is the hard to find heavier variant (pages 37,305 of Speeds Book). Metalwork retains near all original blue, VGC original woodwork with correct butt plate & swivels, includes original Mauser marked magazine. Some minor dings & scratches. A top example of a collectable .22. ExWO&C ALR

267 - BROWNING .22 RIFLE
A Japanes made model BPR-22 pump action. 22lr rifle, 20" barrel with original sights and full length tube magazine. The receiver grooved for telescopic sights. Metalwork retains near all original blue. ExC original walnut stock and butt plate. ExWO&C ALR

268 - VINTAGE TELESCOPIC SIGHT
A good quality vintage German Hertel and Reuss telescopic sight. Marked with makers logo as well as Macro-Ziel 2 3/4x26.5-1.92 as well as Made in Germany. Has near all original finish, 3 point German reticle and good clarity. Ideal for period rifle. VGC

269 - SWIFT TELESCOPIC SIGHT
A good quality Swift brand Premier model 2.5-10x50mm telescopic sight, 30mm tube and illuminated No4 type reticle and includes Weaver rings. ExWO&C

270 - 308 FMJ AMMO
200R of good quality MEM 7.62x51 cal ball ammo in original cardboard outer. Now hard to get. ExC ALR

271 - BROWNING AUTO SHOTGUN
A circa 1950's Browning auto 5 12g semi auto shotgun, 26 1/2" ribbed barrel with full choke and 2 3/4" chamber. Marked with Belgium address and Browning on the receiver. Metalwork has most original blue thinning slightly on the edges. ExC original chequered woodwork with rubber butt plate fitted. ExWO&C ALR

272 - HEYM COMBINATION GUN
A high quality German Heym circa 1965 model 22f combination gun, 23 1/4" 16g/.222 cal barrels with original leaf sights and marked Heym etc. The rear trigger is pulled to cock the gun and selector on the wrist. Metalwork has most original blue but slightly speckled in a few areas on the barrel. VGC original woodwork. VGW&O&C ALR

273 - ATLAS COMBINATION GUN
Spanish model Atlas rifle, 23 3/4" 22 magnum/20g barrels with leaf sights. Metalwork has most original blue dulling in areas on the barrel and bright case colours on the action. VGC original woodwork. VGW&O&C ALR
274 - CAPE GUN
A European Colath Side by Side Cape Gun, 27 1/2" 12g and 8x57 cal barrels with sights, swamped rib & scope attachment for quick release rings. The action engraved with dog & bird scene on one side & boar on the other. Metalwork has most original blue on the barrels thinning to grey near the breeches. Unusual wooden trigger guard & release latch, some pitting around the action. GC woodwork with some scratching. GWO&ALR

275 - S&B BULLET BOARD
A nice quality octagonal shape 68x47cm bullet board for Czech maker Sellier & Bellot. Features 57 dummy rifle bullets from .22 hornet to 9.3x74R. Wooden frame, brass logo and black felt background. VGC

276 - NORMA BULLET BOARD
54x54cm wooden frame with plastic insert for Swedish bullet company Norma. Features 36 empty cases and 52 assorted rifle and pistol projectiles in circular pattern with Norma logo and animals. VGC

277 - RIVERBRAND BULLET BOARD
Bullet board for Australian company Riverbrand. Features approx 60 projectiles on wooden board with two large plastic mock bullets. Missing a few cases and projectiles. One of the logo mock bullets has come away and been reattached, measures 92x106cm. FC

278 - WINCHESTER PRINT
A nice quality wooden frame under glass print of the ‘W’ Winchester bullet board, 70x52cm, circa 1975. VGC

279 - CAC COLLECTORS AMMO
Two different packets of 303 sporting ammo plus a packet of .270 for NZ company CAC (60R). VGC ALR

280 - COLT MUSTANG PISTOL
A US Colt model Mustang Pocket Pistol, 2 1/2" .380 cal barrel with original sights on the slide and marked COLT MK IV/SERIES 80-MUSTANG-380AUTO. Stainless steel metalwork without scratches. ExC original black Colt logo grips and includes original blue plastic box and manual. A hard to find compact pistol which are now restricted imports. In as new ExWO&C CLR

281 - COLT DOUBLE EAGLE PISTOL
A very collectable Colt First Edition Double Eagle Pistol, serial F28, 5" 10mm cal barrel with fixed sights on the slide and marked COLT DOUBLE EAGLE - MKII -FIRST EDITION- the other side COLT DOUBLE ACTION -10MM- Stainless steel metalwork in ExC without scratches. ExC original black COLT logo grips. Contained in its original padded soft case with Colt logo etc and contains original holster, double mag pouch with 2 spare magazines and manual. A top example with very low serial number in as new ExWO&C B/CLR

282 - COONAN PISTOL
A seldom seen and unusual US Coonan Arms Inc .357 magnum automatic pistol, 5" barrel and slide fitted with adjustable sights and marked Cooran etc. Stainless steel slide and frame with a few minor scratches. ExC rosewood original grips. Includes a spare magazine springs and manual. VGO&CO B/CLR

283 - H&K P9S PISTOL
Good quality German Heckler & Koch 9mm semi automatic pistol, 4" barrel, slide fitted with fixed sights and marked HK mod P9S and Obendorf address. Metalwork with nearly all original finish. ExC original grips and magazine. ExWO&C B/CLR

284 - TANFOGLIO PISTOL
A compact Italian Model FT 9F. 380ACP cal semi and automatic pistol with 3 1/2" barrel. Steel slide with polymer frame and all original finish. Includes original box. ExWO&C CLR

285 - COLT MUSTANG MAGAZINE
Genuine Colt stainless steel .380 cal magazine to suit the Mustang or Government model pistols. ExC

286 - 1911 MAGAZINE
Unmarked blued magazine to suit .45 1911 type pistols. VGC

287 - BAR MAGAZINE
20R magazine for the US WWII 30.06 cal M1918A2 BAR. In original paper wrapping with Seymour Products label. ExC

288 - BAR MAGAZINE
Same as previous lot. ExC

289 - AK47 MAGAZINE
30R 7.62x39 cal Chinese magazine for AK47/56S rifle. New in grease. ExC

290 - AK47 MAGAZINE
Same as previous lot. ExC

291 - GERMAN GOLD CROSS
WWII Nazi order of the German Cross in gold with box. Awarded for outstanding achievement in combat. This order was in between the first class Iron Cross and Knights cross. Four rivet construction and retains most of the blackened plate finish on the star. Gold wreath with 1941 date and black enamel Swastika. Contained in its original pebbled black box with white silver lined lid and black felt base with white edge and spring button. VG-ExC

292 - CLOSE COMBAT CLASP
Nazi German close combat bar in gold. This order is the higher of three given for hand to hand combat. Measures approx. 90mmWx16mmH. Army Eagle over grenade and bayonet. The back marked F.E.C.W.E. PEEKHAUS BERLIN as well as AUSF. A.G.M UK GABLON 7. ExC

293 - RETIRED PILOTS BADGE
Nazi German flyers commemorative badge with box. Approx. 57x41mmW. Polished wreath with oxidized eagle standing on a boulder with Swastika at the base, the rear is marked L/11. The blue linen textured box is marked Fliegerei = Erinnerung = Abzeichen on the lid in gold. The inside has purple silk on the lid and blue felt on the bottom section with spring button. VG-ExC

294 - WWI PRUSSIAN PILOTS BADGE
Imperial German 1914 Prussian retired pilots badge. Awarded to retired or disabled pilots during The Great War. Measures approx. 45mmWx71mmH and constructed of silver and half marked 925. ExC

295 - SS CUFF LINKS AND PIN
A pair SS Nazi cuff links and pin. Black enamelled Swastika. Contained in its original pebbled black box with white silver lined lid and black felt base with white edge and spring button. VG-ExC

296 - SS BUTTON
Aluminium German SS tunic button. The back is marked but can not be read. GC

297 - SS STAMPING
An unusual unfinished stamping for a Nazi SS gorget. Copper with SS runes in ribbed circle which has been roughly stamped out and not finished. VGC

298 - GERMAN INSIGNIA
WWII Luftwaffe ground crew insignia (2 colth insignia) and an Army Senior Corporal stripe. VGC

299 - HITLER SUPPORT DISC ETC
Adolf Hitler brass support disc dated 1943 plus a Nazi coin and three postage stamps. GC
300 - BROOM HANDLE MAUSER PISTOL
A very fine example of a WWI period German Mauser C96 semi automatic pistol, 5 1/2" 7.63 (30 Mauser) cal barrel. The chamber marked WAFFENFABRIK MAUSER OBENDORF A/N and imperial proofs on the side. Right hand side of the frame is also marked similar. Metalwork retains near all bright blue, slightly thinning at the muzzle, rail and magazine well. The fire blue on the sight and extractor is thinning but mostly present. VGC original wooden grips with horizontal grooves and correct lanyard ring. Complete with its correct, but unmatching (only 8 numbers apart), wooden shoulder stock/holster. This is in ExC and includes its leather work marked APN HOFFMAN BERLIN 1916. Complete with original cleaning rod. Hard to find a better example of this model. ExWO&C B/C LR

301 - INGLIS HI POWER PISTOL
WWII circa 1942-5 Canadian made Browning Hi Power 9mm pistol, 4 1/2" barrel with original 500m graduated sights. The slide marked MKI* BROWNING FN 9MM HP INGLIS CANADA. Metalwork retains near all its parkerised re finish, ExC black plastic chequered grips with lanyard ring at the base. Also included is a Chinese manufactured shoulder stock/holster with leather work and lanyard ring. ExWO&C B/C LR

302 - STERLING S.M.G
A NZ Military issued Sterling 9mm MK4 sub machine gun, 9" barrel with original sights, bayonet lug and ventilated shroud. The magazine marked STERLING SMG MK4 (L2A3) as well as NZ (broad arrow) 1905. Metalwork has most overall black crackle finish and under-folding metal stock. VGC original black plastic pistol grip. Includes original 34R magazine. VGWO&C CLR

303 - STEN GUN
A most likely modern produced fully working MKII STEN GUN, 8 1/2" barrel with 1/2 ventilated shroud. Dovetail for rear sight but missing. Magazine well marked STEN MKII. Metalwork has all black Mil spec finish. Includes a 1943 dated webbing sling. ExWO&C CLR

304 - STERLING MAGAZINE
34R 9mm magazine for the Sterling S.M.G, near all black paint finish. VG

305 - STEN MAGAZINE
32R 9mm Sten Gun S.M.G magazine. GC

306 - STEN MAGAZINE
Similar to previous lot. VGC

307 - STERLING SLING
Green webbing sling with brass fitting and dated 1959 in unissued ExC

308 - PATTERN 1853 RIFLE
A British Military pattern 1853 3 band rifle - musket, 39" .577 cal barrel with original fore sight and adjustable rear sight as well as British Military proof marks. The lock plate is marked 1861 TOWER and Crown over VR. Royal Cypher. Metalwork has nice overall dark patina. VGC original woodwork with brass butt plate in trigger guard. There is a small, old crack near the rear lock screw. VGWO&C NLR

309 - SNIDER CARBINE
British/NZ Military, 2band artillery Snider carbine, 21 1/2" .577 cal barrel with ordnance marks and N 81 Z on the chamber. The lock plate is marked with broad arrow 1880 C.G BONEHILL CROWN VR. Metalwork has most original dulling blue. VGC original woodwork with swivels and ram rod. VGWO&C ALR

310 - MARTINI HENRY RIFLE
A British Military Martini Henry falling block single shot rifle, 32 1/2" ordnance marked 577 .450 cal barrel with original sights. The receiver marked Crown VR 1878 MKII as well as broad arrow and Military number. Most original woodwork with some scratching and WD cartouche. Includes original rod. VGWO&C ALR

311 - PATTERN 53 BAYONET
Socket bayonet for the Enfield percussion pattern 1853 rifle, 17" triangular blade with fullers on all sides for 90% of the blade and three digit serial number. Most original blue over the socket and thinning on the blade. Includes original black leather and brass scabbard. VG-ExC

312 - MARTINI HENRY BAYONET
Socket bayonet for the British Military pattern 1876 Martini Henry rifle, 21 1/4" triangular blade with fullers on all sides for 90% of the blade. Thinning original blue on the socket and silver patina on the blade with a few pin prick marks. Includes its brown leather and brass original scabbard. VGWO&C

313 - YATAGAHN BAYONET
British sword bayonet for the snider rifle or carbine, 22 1/2" Yatagahn shaped blade with 3/4 length fullers and soldier motif logo. Cross guard marked with number. ExC chequered grips. Includes original steel scabbard with frog. VGC

314 - .577/450 AMMO
An original packet of 10R for the Martini Henry in paper and string packet, broad arrow and marked Mark III 1899 etc. ExC ALR

315 - .577 AMMO
Eight early brass foil .577 cal cartridges. VGC ALR

316 - BRITISH PATROOPER HELMET
WWII pattern helmet with liner and felt and webbing chin strap. The leather part of the liner is marked with a name and C.C.L. 7 1/8 and a date that is hard to make out but looks like 1944. One of the liner bolts is a replacement. GC

317 - BRITISH DISPATCH HELMET
WWII dispatch riders helmet marked on the leather liner BMB 7 1/2 1945. VGc

318 - SYKES COMMANDO DAGGER
British WWII Farbarn - Sykes 2nd pattern commando knife, 170mm dagger blade with most blackened original finish, some chipping and pitting in a few spots. The knurled brass handle with broad arrow and 4. Some thinning of the black finish, without scabbard. GWO&C

319 - WW2 DAGGER
A British William Rodgers private purchase dagger, 6" polished blade with minor speckling at one end on one side. Marked WILLIAM RODGERS I CUT MY WAY and made in Sheffield. Cross guard marked with number. VGWO&C

320 - POST WAR SYKES DAGGER
A high quality British made post war version of the third pattern Sykes - Fairbairn dagger, 175mm blued blade. The crossguard marked - J. NOWILL & SONS SHEFFIELD ENGLAND. Crossed key logo on the ribbed handle with all original finish includes original leather sheath. Now a prohibited import. In as new ExC.

321 - FIGHTING KNIFE BOOK
The Fairbairn - Sykes Fighting Knife - Collecting Britains Most Iconic Dagger by Peter Michel. Small format, hard cover, colour photos, 159 pages. In new ExC

322 - BRITISH RIFLE BOOK
British Military Longarms 1715-1865 by Bailey. Small format, hard cover, B&W photos, 159 pages. VGC
323 - WEBLEY BOOK
The Webley Story by Dowell. Large format, hard cover, 337 pages, B&W photos. A long out of print excellent reference book. A must have for the Webley collector. VG

324 - US MILITARY BOLT ACTION RIFLES BOOK
By Canfield, hard cover, large format, 429 pages, B&W photos. Covers all eras in great detail and has serial # table. Late model book released 2010. A must have reference, in NEW ExC.

325 - WINCHESTER 1873 MUSket
Circa 1880 Winchester shortened Musket, 22” round barrel with correct sights. Not marked on top, underside mkd S co 44W & heart. The receiver with areas of pin prickling and without markings on the top tang. The brass elevator marked 44 cal and serial number on lower tang. Metalwork has most overall refinish, GC woodwork. FWO&C ALR

326 - WINCHESTER 94 RIFLE
A US circa 1980’s Ranger model 94 lever action rifle, 20” 30-30 cal barrel with full length magazine tube and original sights. Metalwork with near all original bright blue. ExC original beech wood stock with swivels. Also includes a hammer extension and scope rings and bases. ExWO&C ALR

327 - MAUSER MODEL 66 RIFLE
High quality custom engraved German Mauser model 66 Sporting rifle, 24” 30.06 cal barrel with factory iron sights and front sling swivel. The chamber marked with Mauser banner logo. The telescopic breech action is also marked on the top Mauser Werke A.G Obendorf a.N and Mod 66. The breech has been relief engraved with foliage and deer scene on left hand side and wild boar and dog scene on the right. Both sides are bordered in gold in relief. The trigger guard with double set triggers also foliage engraved. Metalwork retains most original blue finish with a 2” section missing on the underside of the barrel and thinning to metal on the top of the bolt handle. The original walnut stock has also been relief carved around the pistol grip. Forend and butt cap. The woodwork has some small scratches from use and a few cm slither of wood missing near the action. Also included is its Carl Zeiss Diatel - D 4x32 power telescopic sight with quick release mounts and hand carry case for carrying the gun in a dismantled state. The custom work on this gun is of a very high standard costing the owner many thousands of dollars. VGW&C ALR

328 - WEBLEY & SCOTT SHOTGUN
Good quality English Webley & Scott circa 1960’s boxlock hammerless shotgun, 26” side by side barrels with 2 3/4” chamber with nitro proofs and 1/2 and full chokes. The barrels are marked WEBLEY & SCOTT BIRMINGHAM and have a swamped rib with silver foresight and retain near all blue. The action features an automatic top safety and split ejectors with double trigger. Metalwork on the action is borderline and foliage engraved and marked Webley etc. and have traces of original case colour hardening. The triggerguard and bottom plate are also engraved and retain most original blue. ExC original checkered semi pistol grip, walnut butt stock and forearm with rubber butt plate fitted. Contained in its original leather bound case with brass corners, purple baize lining and trade label plus oil bottle and rod. ExWO&C ALR

329 - 16G SHOTGUN
Unmarked French Side by Side 16g shotgun with 27” blue barrels and action, most overall blue, GC woodwork with swivels. GWO&C ALR

330 - BELGIAN DRILLING
A nice quality circa 1927 drilling, 27” 16g/6.3x58 cal barrels with original sights. Metalwork has most slightly thinning original blue on the barrels and case colours on the receiver. ExC original chequered woodwork, VGW&C ALR

331 - S&W 44 MAGNUM REVOLVER
Model 629-1 stainless steel double action revolver, 5 3/4 .44 mag cal barrel with original foresight. The receiver with rear sight removed and fitted with Burris mount and 2 power scope. Cylinder without flutes. Metalwork with a few minor scratches. Hogue rubber grip. VGW&C B/CLR

332 - S&W 357 REVOLVER
Model 28.2 Highway Patrolman .38/.357 mag cal revolver, 5 3/4” barrel with 1/2 underlug and adjustable rear sight. Metalwork retains most original blue thinning on the edges. GC original wooden grips. VGW&C B/CLR

333 - TAURUS 66 REVOLVER
Brazilian Taurus .357 cal double action revolver, 6” barrel with 1/2 underlug and adjustable sights. Metalwork retains near all original blue. VG original chequered wooden grips. VGW&C B/CLR

334 - SCHMIDT & BENDER 3-12 POWER SCOPE
A high quality circa 1990’s German telescopic sight, 30mm tube and 3-12x50mm objective mildot and rangefinding reticle. Includes a scope mount, covers and original vinyl bag. Target Turrets and marked with SKB logo Germany. The mount is for a Accuracy International rifle. VG

335 - SCHMIDT & BENDER SCOPE
High quality circa 1980’s German Schmidt &Bender telescopic sight, 1” tube, fixed 10 power with 42mm objective, 3 point cross hairs and target turrets marked with logo and West Germany PM10X42. VG

336 - ACOG SCOPE
US made Trijicon Acog TA39-4 2 power and compact telescopic sight. Approx. 18mm objective lens and fibre optic illuminated cross hair. Has integral weaver/mount and original box. ExC

337 - NIKKO STIRLING SCOPe
1.5-6X44 telescopic sight with illuminated reticle and 30mm tube. VG

338 - TASCO PRO POINT SIGHT
A Tasco Propoint plus model dot sight with integral mount. In as new condition in original box with sun shades. ExC

339 - SOCOM M1A RIFLE
A US Springfield Armoury manufactured M1A Socom 16 model semi automatic type M14 rifle, 16” 308 cal barrel with muzzle break and iron sights. The rear of the receiver has original ghost ring sight and is marked with springfield address etc. The cocking handle is marked Socom 16, ExC original sand textured black synthecic stock and handguard with scope mount. Includes two 5R magazines. This gun is in like new ExWO&C ALR

340 - STEYR SSG RIFLE
An ex NZ police circa 1980’s Austrian Steyr Sniper rifle, 25 1/2”.308 cal heavy weight barrel without sights. The receiver is fitted with quick release 1” scope mounts and marked with Steyr logo etc and mod SSG.69 P, oversize bolt handle and set trigger. VGC original black synthetic stock and detachable magazine. VGW&C ALR

341 - BERETTA SHOTGUN
Italian made Beretta model 1201 FP 12g semi auto shotgun, 20” barrel with iron sights and without choke, 3/4 length magazine tube. Metalwork with near all original finish. Black synthetic stock with sling. ExWO&C ALR

342 - FABARM SHOTGUN
Italian made Fabarm competition model semi automatic shotgun, 28” vent rib barrel with interchangeable chookes, 3” chamber and porting. The action marked Fabarm Eurolion competition MKII Extra. Metalwork retains near all faux carbon fibre finish. VGC chequered walnut stock and forend with a few minor scratches. Includes original plastic carry case with mag extension and 5 extra chokes. VGW&C ALR
343 - REMINGTON 870 SHOTGUN
US model 870 magnum 12g pump action shotgun, 25" multi choke barrel with 3" chamber and half choke fitted. Metalwork has most original finish thinning on the edges. Fitted with pistol grip, synthetic butt stock but also includes the original stock. GWO&C ALR

344 - OVER-BARREL RIFLE SUPPRESSOR
An over-barrel type suppressor for 30 cal rifles, black alloy construction, 22xLx50mn diameter. VGC

345 - 30 CAL RIFLE SUPPRESSOR
A .30 cal rifle suppressor, attaches to the end of the barrel with 1/2"x20 unf thread, 25cmLx30mm black paint finish steel tube. GC

346 - 22 SILENCER
Black .22 cal silencer, 1/2" 20 unf thread. GC

347 - M14 MAGAZINE
20R 308 magazine for the M14 rifle. In original grease paper packet. ExC

348 - M14 MAGAZINES
Same as previous. ExC

349 - MINI 14 MAGAZINE
30R factory original magazine for the Ruger Mini 14 .223 rifle. Most original blued finish with a few areas of speckling. GC

350 - HJ HONOUR KNIFE
A very rare Nazi HJ Honour Knife, 14 1/2cm blade with motto. The blade has had quite a heavy grind to sharpen it at some point but the motto is still present. One side of the hilt is etched and has Swastika inside flag with red enamel sections. VGC original chequered wooden grips and steel scabbard with leather section. GC

351 - SS ENGRAVED BAYONET
WWII German K98 bayonet, 25cm polished blade etched on both sides with mottos and makers mark, 41 cot as well as SS within square on the hilt. VGC Bakelite grips and steel scabbard with frog. VGC

352 - SS CIGARETTE CASE
Bakelite springload case to hold 10 cigarettes, dark brown/red in colour, 100mmx83mm with rounded edges and SS runes on one side. VGC

353 - LUFTWAFFE TANK BADGE
A very rare Luftwaffe Panzer Tark Battle badge. Silver Luftwaffe eagle and Swastika with blackened tank inside wreath. Approx. 55mmHx40mmW. Round pin clasp and marked L50 on the back. VGC

354 - GOLD BOMBER CLASP
Nazi Bomber pilot Gold Squadron clasp. Approx. 79mmx25mm. One of the wreath sections has been broken off and has an aged repair. Flat type pin and thinning gilt finish. F-GC

355 - PARATROOPER BADGE
Nazi Luftwaaffe Parachutists badge. Gold finished eagle with oxidised silver plate wreath of Oak & Laurel leaves. Approx. 53mmx40mm with round pin. VGC

356 - TRULOCK & SON PERCUSSION RIFLE
A top quality circa 1830's percussion rifle by Irish gun maker Trulock & Son. 31" approx .70cal octagonal barrel. Dovetailed foresight and 2 position rear sight. Marked TRULOCK & SON 9 DAWSON ST DUBLIN. The band around the nipple is engraved on top with foliate design and case colour hardened. The barrel retains most original brown finish and with original ebony tipped rod. The action is marked TRULOCK & SON and is profusely borderline and foliate engraved. The cock and trigger guard are engraved in similar designs extending into Pineapple and spear shaped finials. The trigger guard retains most of its original blue finish. The walnut stock with oil finish is chequered through the wrist and with silver escucheons and ebony tip. The patch box is also engraved. Steel but plate extending in to the stock and all screws are engraved with sunburst designs. Contained in its original case with trade label and original green baize lining. The corners are reinforced brass and the name escuehon is marked - W F Thynne Rifle Brigade. The case contains powder flask, cleaning rod with ebony tipped handle and accessories. No. 15 bullet mould, suede bag with percussion caps, patched bullets and Japaned tin with patches. As well as a leather bag, sling oil bottle and ebony turn key and mallot. A unique opportunity for the discerning firearms collector. EXWO&C NLR

357 - WEBLEY FOSBERY REVOLVER
A scarce British Fosbery M1901 automatic revolver retained by Army and Navy, 6" .455 cal barrel marked ARMY AND NAVY CSL on top. Above the cylinder is marked WEBLEY FOSBERY AUTOMATIC. The frame marked 455 CORDITE ONLY and three digit serial number on the other side. Metalwork has most overall Military type blue, thinning around the front strap and around the muzzle. GC original two piece wooden grips with lanyard ring at the base. There is a 3cm crack on the right hand side running vertical on one of the grips. A seldom encountered opportunity to purchase a nice example of these popularWWI officers pistols. Ex-VGW&WO&C B/CLR

358 - NZ MILITARY TRANTER REVOLVER
A British/NZ Military Tranter Army model 1878 six shot double action revolver, 6" octagonal .450 cal barrel, marked with Birmingham proofs and 450. The left hand side of the frame marked N80Z, right hand side with Tranters patent. Metalwork has a dark grey patina with traces of original blue. Shallow pin pocking over most of the barrel and cylinder. Action is strong, VGC chequered grip. GW&O&C NLR

359 - ENFIELD NO2 REVOLVER
British Military Enfield .38 S&W cal double action only revolver, 3" barrel with ordnance mark and CAL .38. Metalwork has most overall parkerised Military finish. ExC grooved Bakelite grips. Ex-W&WO&C B/CLR

360 - VICKERS AMMO BOX
Metal WWII ammo belt box. Green paint finish with some speckling on top. Marked BOX BELT, AMMUNITION MG. NO8 MKI dated 1945, leather straps. ExC

361 - VICKERS AMMO BELT
WWII cloth ammo belt for the British Military Vickers 303 cal MG. Brass starter tab dated 1941. Contains 18 live rounds. VGC

362 - VICKERS CLEANING ROD
A cleaning rod for the British Military Vickers MG, 31 1/2" steel rod with patch hole. Marked RBA on below the knurled section. Brass D handle. VGC

363 - VICKERS T CLEANING ROD
Later pattern cleaning rod for the Vickers MG, 28 1/2"blued rod with patch hole T handle with shipping black paint finish. Crown over E mark and number 2, brass end nut. VGC

364 - VICKERS ACCESSORY
A brass hose attachment for the water jacket on a Vickers MG. ExC

365 - LEWIS POUCH
Green Kahki magazine pouch for the British Military Lewis MG. VGC

366 - BROWNING 1919A6 MG
An Israeli Military 308 cal conversion of the US WW2 Browning 30.06 cal. machine gun. 21" 308 caliber barrel with ventilated heat guard. The right hand side of the receiver is marked BROWNING MACHINE GUN MODEL 1919A6 ROCK ISLAND ARSENAL & US inspection marks etc. The other side 7.62 as is the rear sight. The metalwork retains near all of its parkerised Military re finish as well as the alloy pistol grip and shoulder stock. Includes original bipod. VGC-ExWO&C CLR
367 - M53 MACHINEGUN
Yougoslav model 53 ‘Sarac’ post war version of the German MG34 machinegun, 27” 8mm cal barrel with original sights and heat shield with correct bipod fitted. The feed cover is marked with Yugoslavian crest and C P.I. Left hand side of the receiver is marked 7.9 M53 serial number and etc. VGC black Bakelite grips. The wooden butt stock has traces of the black paint finish. Metalwork has most overall parkerised finish. GWO&C CLR

368 - ANTI-AIRCRAFT MOUNT
For the Yugoslavian M53 machine gun. Post War version of the German MG mount. Most overall green paint finish. Will also fit MG34/42. VGC

369 - MG BELT LOADER
WWII German MG belt loading machine. Code marked CNX and Waffen amt. The tin appears to be post war Yugoslav. VGC

370 - M53 BARREL AND CASE
Spare barrel and metal carry case for the Yugo M53 8mm MG. The bore is quite dirty. FC

371 - SWISS LUGER
A very fine example of an early model 06/29 Swiss Luger, 4 1/2" .30 luger cal barrel with original sights and serial #, the toggle with Swiss Cross in shield. The grip fitted with grip safety. Metalwork retains nearly all original bright blue finish with a very slight amount of wear on the side plate. All external numbers are matching. Slide rail marked with a cross over M and a P located on the trigger guard. ExC original early brown/red plastic grips and includes original magazine. Hard to find better. ExWO&C B/CLR

372 - LAHTI PISTOL
A Finish custom pistol version of the L.35 9mm pistol, 8" barrel marked Benson & Gass - Boder. The receiver VALMET L-35. Metalwork retains most original blue finish thinning on the edges and grip straps, turning slightly plum colour on the barrel. ExC original brown Bakelite grips with VKT logo. VG-ExWO&C B/CLR

373 - EAST GERMAN LUGER
A post war professional refurbished luger for the East German Military/Police, 4" 9mm cal barrel with Suhl proof marks and no chamber marks DWM on the toggle. Metalwork has near all refinsh. ExC correct black plastic magazine. VGWO&C B/CLR

374 - LANGENHAN PISTOL
WWI Imperial German Friedrich Langenhan Army model pistol, 4" .32 cal barrel with original sights. Right hand side of the frame marked with makers name etc and imperial proof marks. Metalwork retains near all original finish. ExC VG original late war wooden grooved grips. A seldom seen German WWI pistol. ExWO&C CLR

375 - TOKAREV PISTOL
Soviet Tokarev TT33 model semi automatic pistol, 4 1/2“ 7.62cal barrel, the slide with original sights and marked 9mm=7.62mm TT plus hammer and sickle. The other side SUPER 12 and ordnance mark. Metalwork with near all original finish. ExC original grips. This model originally came with two barrels but only has the 7.62mm barrel. VGWO&C B/CLR

376 - TOKAREV MAGAZINE
Original magazine for the Corn-block TT-33 pistol in 7.62 cal, most original finish. VGC

377 - LUGER MAGAZINE
A modern 9mm Italian Mec-Gar brand magazine for the PO8 pistol. ExC

Estimates - Although we do not print estimated prices we will be happy to provide them for you. Please contact Greg on +64 9 579-3771

378 - BORDER PATROL 98 CARBINE
A rare West German Police/Border Guards Heym Mauser 98 carbine, 20" 8mm cal barrel with original sporter sights and single barrel band. Marked FR.WICH.HEYM. The actions used were ex WWII K98 and have had the Nazi chamber markings removed and stamped 1952. Metalwork has near all original blue. ExC original manlicher style woodwork complete with sling. This is the first of these we have offered for sale and a desirable item for the Mauser collector. ExWO&C ALR

379 - MAUSER 98K RIFLE
A late WWII Nazi German bolt action rifle, 24" 8mm cal barrel with bayonet lug and original sights. The fore sight has an unusual wing design. The Waffen amt retains the eagle but has had the Swastika removed. The chamber is marked Mod.98 dou 45 (Czechoslovakian Bystrica plant 1945) and with 1972. German re proof mark. Metalwork has most overall blue and mismatched numbers. ExC correct laminated wooden stock complete with sling. Unusual to see such a late war rifle and not Russian capture gun. VGWO&C ALR

380 - SWEDISH MAUSER RIFLE
Model 1902 bolt action Military rifle, 24 3/4" 6.5x55 cal barrel, the chamber marked with Swedish crown and CARL GUSTAFS etc. 1902. Metalwork with dark grey patina with traces of original blue. External numbers matching, GC original woodwork with some dings, includes original rod and swivels. GW&C ALR

381 - SWEDISH MAUSER RIFLE
M1896 Swedish Military bolt action rifle, 30" 6.5x55 cal barrel with original sights and bayonet lug. The chamber marked Carl Gustafs 1908. Metalwork with most overall original blue. VGC original woodwork with some dings etc. VGWO&C ALR

382 - SPANISH MAUSER RIFLE
A model 1944 short rifle, 25" 8mm cal barrel with original sights and bayonet lug etc. The chamber ring marked with Spanish Air Force crest. Metalwork has most overall finish. VGC original woodwork with semi pistol grip and sling swivels. VGWO&C ALR

383 - 8MM AMMO
210R of 8mm FMJ ammo in stripper clips and bandoliers, Turkish manufacture. VGC ALR

384 - MAUSER BOOK

385 - GERMAN BUTCHER BAYONET

386 - GERMAN ERSATZ BAYONET
WW1 period Imperial German M88/98 all steel bayonet, 12.1” blade with 3/4 length fuller on both sides. One piece crossguard, includes original scabbard with a few dings. Traces of original finish. GC

387 - K98 BAYONET
Third model with wooden handle, 9 3/4” blued knife blade marked 42 cot. Includes steel scabbard. VGC
**388 - P1 PISTOL & .22 CONVERSION KIT**
A post war P1 version of the P38 9mm pistol, 5" barrel with original sights on the slide and marked with Walther banner P1 kal 9mm and dated 73. Near all original finish on the gun and external numbers match. ExC original plastic grips. The factory .22lr conversion kit is contained in its original wooden box marked Einstecksystem P38 Kal 5.6. The kit consists of a slide marked with Walther banner Ulm address P38 cal 5.6mm. It is dated 66 but has the same serial number as the 9mm gun. Also includes barrel and two magazines. These kits are seldom seen and very desirable. ExWO&C B/LR

**389 - WALther PP PISTOl**
Post War German .32 cal pistol, 3 3/4" .32 cal barrel, slide marked with Ulm address. Metalwork retains near all original blue showing slight holster wear. The inside of the grip is marked with German Police marks. ExC original grips. Includes original box with spare magazine and manual. VGWO&C B/CLR

**390 - WALther WWI MODEL 7 PISTOL**
A scaled down .25 cal version of the model 4 circa 1915-1918, 3" barrel and the left hand side of slide marked Selbstlade-Pistole 6.35 Walthers patent. The other side marked with early Blasii address. Metalwork with most overall dulling blue and some pitting in the grip serrations on the slide. ExC original hard rubber W logo grips. GWo&C CLR

**391 - WALther P1 PISTOL**
German post war version of a P38 pistol, 5" 9mm barrel with original sights. Slide marked with Walther Banner and P1 etc. Alloy frame model and most overall finish. ExC plastic grips. VGWO&C B/CLR

**392 - WALther 1925 PISTOL**
Model Olympia 1 (or 1925) .22lr semi auto pistol. The original barrel has been shortened to just in front of the square section and measures 3 3/4" and has replacement foresight, Walther banner on left hand side and Zella-Mehlis address on the other. Metalwork has most overall blue and VGC original chequered wood grips. GWo&C CLR

**393 - 1870 IRON CROSS**
Imperial German Cross of 1870 marked with crown W and 1870. Spring catch and marked on the back 144 as well as 880, measures 42x42mm. ExC

**394 - 1939 2ND CLASS IRON CROSS**
German 1939 second class cross. Shinkel type non magnetic, 43x43mm. Includes ribbon and original blue paper packet, faded on the edges and marked in black. ExC

**395 - 1957 KNIGHTS CROSS**
Post war de-nazified Knights Cross in box with ribbon marked 1939 with oak leaf and 1813 on the back. Non magnetic core. Includes black leatherette box with black felt base with white rim and white silk lid with spring catch. ExC

**396 - GERMAN OBSERVERS BADGE**
Nazi Luftwaffe Observers Badge. Constructed from aluminium. Gilt wreath and silver eagle marked SOG in triangle. Measures approx. 50mm across the eagle and 50mm height. Contained in its blue silk and felt lined box with spring catch and leather grain, marked on outside Beobachterabze. ExC

**397 - LUFTWAFFE LAN YARD ETC**
Luftwaffe silver braided lanyard with badge plus a helmet transfer. VG C

**398 - GERMAN MEDAL PRICE GUIDE BOOK**

**399 - SCORPION MACHINE PISTOL**
Czech model 61 machine pistol/S.M.G, 4.5" .32 acp cal barrel with sights situated on the receiver, 3 position selector - semi, safe and full automatic. Metalwork has all original dark grey enamel finish, top folding wire stock. ExC original wooden grips with lanyard ring. Includes one 10R magazine plus two 20R magazines in pouch, original holster and cleaning kit plus custom built supressor. Overall length is only 27cm making it one of the smallest S.M.G’s. Hard to find a better example. ExWO&C CLR

**400 - UZI SMG**
Israeli Military issue 9mm cal SMG, 10" barrel with bayonet lug. Right hand side marked at the rear with Israeli Military crest, Hebrew writing and serial number. The three position selector is also marked in Hebrew. Metalwork has most original parkerised finish thinning on the leading edges. GC black synthetic furniture and underfolding metal stock. VGWO&C CLR

**401 - CZECH M59 MACHINEGUN**
A Czechoslovakian circa 1961 model 59 light machine gun, 20" 7.62x54R cal barrel with original sights, flash hider, carry handle and folding bipod. The receiver marked with crest and CZO-1961. Metalwork retains nearly all its original blue and grey enamel Military finish. This machine gun has an unusual innovative system to cock the gun which is done by moving the pistol grip. ExC wooden butt stock and pistol grip. Included with the gun is its maintenance kit in fabric wrap, ammo can containing five 50R sections of link in original grease paper and one more without paper plus its ammo hopper and sling. All of these items and the gun are in like new ExWO&C CLR

**402 - UZI BAYONET**
An original all steel bayonet for the Uzi SMG, has 6 1/2" spear point blade and all over parkerised finish and plastic scabbard. Unissued ExC

**403 - UZI MAGAZINES**
Four original Military 32R magazines in green webbing pouch. Two have quite heavy pitting in a couple of sections. PC

**404 - 40R UZI MAGAZINE**
For the 9mm SMG. ExC

**405 - BERETTA 951 PISTOL**
Italian circa 1970’s model 951 semi auto, 4 1/2" 9mm cal barrel. The slide with original fixed sights, Beretta Gardone address and dated 1971, the otherside M951 etc. Near all original blue finish, ExC original plastic grips and magazine. ExWO&C B/CLR

**406 - TAURUS PISTOL**
A Brazilian good quality PT101 AF semi auto pistol, 5" .40 cal barrel. Slide fitted with adjustable sights. Metalwork with near all original blue. ExC original wooden grips. Includes original box and three magazines. ExWO&C B/CLR

**407 - GLOCK 10MM PISTOL**
Austrian made model 20 10mm cal pistol, 4 1/2" barrel, fixed sights on the slide as well as near all original matte finish. Also includes a spare factory 5" barrel with thead on compensator for reduced recoil and two spare magazines in original box. ExWO&C B/CLR

**408 - HELWAN PISTOL**
Egyptian made version of a Beretta 951 pistol, 4 3/4" 9mm plated barrel and frame, blued slide, black plastic grips. Includes box and spare magazine. GWo&C B/CLR

**409 - AR10 RIFLE**
A Dutch made ArmaLite AR10 rifle, 20". 308 cal barrel with flashhider. The foresight and gas block appear to be replacement modified AR15 type. The carry handle has been re-placed, attached and cocking handle is a made up AR15 type. Metalwork has traces of original finish. Black finish, original stocks. Includes 20R magazine. FWO&C ELR
410 - AR180 RIFLE
Manufactured by Sterling in the UK for Armalite USA 223 semi auto rifle with 20” barrel with muzzle break and bayonet lug. Original sights but rear sight is missing. Receiver marked AR180 Armalite etc. The folding stock modified so it can’t be folded. Metalwork has most black refinish, fitted with modified 5R Colt magazine (will work AR15 magazines with minor modification). GVWO&C ELR

411 - L1A1 RIFLE
NZ Military .SLSR’ 308 cal rifle, 25” barrel with bayonet lug and sights. Receiver marked L1A1 etc dated 61. Metalwork with dark original patina VG matching plastic furniture with sling and 20R magazine. GVWO&C ELR

412 - AR15 MAGAZINE
30R .223 magazine NHTMG brand. Most finish, alloy construction. GC

413 - HK33 MAGAZINE
20R magazine for the German .223 rifle. Near all original finish. ExC

414 - AK MAGAZINE
30R magazine for the 7.62x39 cal AK or 56S rifles. Still in original grease. ExC

415 - H&K TRIGGER GROUP
The trigger group section for a semi auto 9mm H&K 94 carbine. Includes pistol grip. ExC ALR

416 - H&K PARTS ETC
For the 94/MP5 carbine. Early type forend, 5 roll pins plus a magazine loader and a magazine unloader. ExC

417 - FOUR M14 SLINGS
Three green webbing slings and one tropical pattern nylon type. VGC

418 - ‘LONG TOM’ RIFLE
British/NZ Military Lee Enfield MarkI Long Tom rifle, 30” .303 cal barrel with brass protective foresight cover and sight without wings and adjustable rear sight. The receiver fitted with magazine cut off and the wrist marked B.S.A. Co. as well as WD mark and sold out of service marks on the bolt cover and chamber. Metalwork has near all dulling original blue finish. VGC woodwork with some minor dings and stock mark 13T. The brass butt plate is marked NZ broad arrow 8032 C14. Includes original swivels but missing rod. GVWO&C ELR

419 - JUNGLE CARBINE
A British Military .303 cal NO5 Jungle Carbine, 21” barrel with flash hider, bayonet lug and original sights. The receiver marked NO5 MkI (F) 0/47 as well as ENGLAND on the chamber and broad arrow on the wrist. Metalwork has near all Military black finish. VGC original woodwork with metal butt plate and sling. GVWO&C ALR

420 - MAS 36 RIFLE
A French Military model 1936 bolt action rifle. 25” 7.5x54 cal barrel with original sights and bayonet lug. The receiver is marked MAS M/e 1936-51. Metalwork has all original parkerised finish. ExC original woodwork with a couple of minor dings. This rifle is the best example we have seen in as issued ExWO&C ALR

421 - STEYR M95 CARBINE
Austrian straight pull Military bolt action carbine, 20 1/2” 8x56R cal barrel with original sights and bayonet lug. Chamber marked Steyr M95. Near all finish on the metalwork. ExC original woodwork. VG-ExWO&C ALR

422 - 421 - STEYR M95 CARBINE
Scarce hooked quillon version of the pattern 1907 sword bayonet, 17” blade with fullers on both sides. Marked Crown ER 1907 and dated 4 09 as well as Military marked. Some small areas of pin pricking on the blade and silver patina. VGC wooden handles. The hilt marked RWK R 279. Includes scabbard with steel chape and frog. VGC

423 - P1907 HOOKED QUILLOON BAYONET

424 - LEE ENFIELD GRENADE LAUNCHER
British Military cup grenade launcher for attachment to the Lee Enfield rifle. Marked S&B, thickening black paint finish. GC

425 - PATTERN 07 SLING
WW1 1918 dated sling for the 03 Springfield or Trench gun. Worn but GC leather with brass fittings. VGC

426 - 8X56R AMMO
100R of ball ammo for the M95 straight pull rifle. GC

427 - 308 AMMO
Two 40R packets of Target grade Australian F4 .308 FMJ circa 1983. Now very hard to get. ExC ALR

428 - 308 AMMO
Same as previous lot. ExC ALR

429 - MP44 AMMO
60R of 7.92 Kurz for the German assault rifle. In 15R packets, circa 1959. ExC ALR

430 - 50 CAL AMMO
5R of Military .50BMG in MG link - 4 ball 1 tracer. ExC ALR

431 - SILERCED RUGER PISTOL
Ruger MKII semi auto pistol, 9” barrel with over barrel silencer the same diameter as the action and original target sights. Metalwork with near all original blue. VGC logo grips. GVWO&C BCLR

432 - WALThER GSP PISTOL
22lr competition target pistol, 4 1/2” barrel with target sights. Marked Walther GSP W-Germany etc. Metalwork with near all original finish. ExC right handed wooden target grip, has two 10R magazines, manual and case. This gun is ex demo from the Walther agent and unlike most second hand versions it is in top condition. ExWO&C B/CLR

433 - UNIQUE TARGET PISTOL
French Unique Olympic model 22lr target pistol, 5 3/4” barrel. Thinning all over blue, 10 shot magazine, right hand ed wooden target grip. GVWO&C B/CLR

434 - WEBLEY BENTLEY REVOLVER
Wedge Frame type 5 double action percussion revolver retailed by Marton & Son London, 4 1/2” approx 80 bore octagonal barrel with Adams style rammer and Birmingham proofs underneath and on cylinder. Most overall blue thinning to dark grey patina. Traces of original case colours. GC chequered grips. GVWO&C NLR

435 - KHYBER KNIFE
Antique 19th century large middle eastern Khyber knife, 24” blade with bayonet type spine. Carved handle with bone grips. GC leather over wood scabbard with steel end. GC

436 - PATTERN 1912 SWORD
A presentation chrome plated British Wilkinson pattern 1912 sword. Presented to the Auckland Scotts, marked on the spine, 35” blade marked Wilkinson etc and some areas of flaking of the plate also on the hilt. Includes scabbard. VGC

437 - VICTORIAN SWORD
A British Naval sword, 26” blade with traces of etching and some pitting. Guard marked with crown over anchor. Ray skin handle with lions head hilt, leather and brass scabbard broken through in two pieces above the base, otherwise GC.
438 - BROWNING KNIFE
A very high grade Browning Arms Co. presentation hunting knife in case, 6” drop point blade marked BROWNING USA MODEL 20. The crossguard etched with wreath design. Black/grey sheep horn handle. Contained in its green velvet lined walnut deluxe display case with glass lid etched with logo. ExC.

439 - V42 COMMANDO KNIFE
Good quality modern reproduction of a US WWII Commando knife, 7” double edged blade with all blued finish. Leather stacked handle and leather sheaths. ExC.

440 - M3 TRENCH KNIFE
A modern production US Camillus M3 Trench knife, 6 1/2” blade. Leather stacked handle and sheath. In new ExC.

441 - H&R REVOLVER
Antique US circa 1896 .32 S&W automatic ejecting hinged frame revolver, 3” barrel with H&R address. Metalwork with most overall nickel plating. ExC original hard rubber grips. Hard to find in this condition. VGWO&C CLR

442 - WEBLEY PISTOL
British Webley and Scott Police model .32cal pistol with 3 1/2” barrel. Slide marked with Webley address and logo etc. Metalwork has dark patina with area of original blue and some pin pricking. ExC black chequered grips. GWOC CLR

443 - FRENCH REVOLVER
A 5 shot double action nagant type revolver, 2” 8mm cal octagonal barrel. British proved. Gery to dark patina all over. GC original grips. FGWO&C CLR

444 - BELGIAN REVOLVER
A Nagant type double action revolver, 4 1/4” 8mm cal, safety on frame. Metalwork has dark grey patina. GC wooden grips. Action is at fault. FC CLR

445 - GERVARM .22 RIFLE
French semi auto .22 rifle, 21 1/2” barrel with sights removed, receiver fitted with 4 power scope. Metalwork has dark grey patina. Woodwork is chipped near the front and quite scratched, has 10R mag which is quite pitted. FWO&C ALR

446 - JW15 RIFLE
Norinco .22lr bolt action, 24” barrel with sights, 4 power scope fitted, 5R magazine. Metalwork with near all blue. ExC woodwork. ExWO&C ALR

447 - GERVARM MAGAZINE
Hard to find 20R magazine for the .22lr semi auto, most thinning blue finish. GC

448 - AYA SHOTGUN
12g side by side Spanish shotgun, 28” barrel, full and 1/2 chokes. Small ding in one of the barrels. Most overall dulling original blue. Twin triggers. VGC original woodwork. FWOC ALR

449 - 10 BORE SHOTGUN
Side by side 10g Hammer shotgun without brand, 30” damascus barrels with some brown. GC woodwork. GWOC ALR

450 - SCHOFIELD SHOTGUN
Side by side 12g colonial grade hammer shotgun, 30” blue barrels marked SCHOFIELD LONDON AND BIRMINGHAM. Side lock action engraved. Most overall blue and GC woodwork. GWOC ALR

451 - M1 CARBINE STOCK
Modern quality repro of a folding paratroopers model stock for the M1 carbine. ExC

452 - M1/M2 MAGAZINES
Two 30R magazines for the .30 carbine. Near all original blue. ExC

453 - 20MM GERMAN ROUNDS
Two WWII 20mm Flak gun deactivated armor piercing rounds dated 39&40 and Waffen amt. VGC

454 - OERLIKON ROUND
Live 20mm armour piercing round. VGC ALR

455 - SECTIONALISED GRENADE
A sectionalised practice round hand grenade, blue in colour and has original polystyrene case. ExC

456 - MP40 MAGAZINE
9mm 32R magazine for the German SMG. Code marked agf 41 and Waffen amt, most original blue. VGC

457 - THOMPSON MAGAZINE
30R .45 acp and magazine for the 1928/M1 SMG. Most original blue finish. VGC

458 - AK MAGAZINE
30R magazine for the AK47/56S 7x39 cal rifle. GC

459 - GERMAN GAS MASK AND TIN
WWII German Gas mask and tin. Mask dated 44 & 41. Round cylinder tin with green paint and some rusting. GC

460 - 308 AMMO
140R battle pack of South African 308 FMJ ammo. ExC

461 - 30.06 BLANK
70R of 30.06 blank ammunition. VGC ALR

462 - MP44 SLING
Original leather sling and keeper for the assault rifle. Clearly Waffen amt and dated 1943 exw code. VGC

463 - K98 CLEANING KIT
Original WWII steel tin marked G.Appel 1938. Includes oil bottle, tool, chain and brush. VGC

464 - K98 SLING
Original WWII leather sling marked bdr 1942 and Waffen amt. VG

465 - K98 ROD & MUZZLE GUARD
Steel cleaning rod and steel muzzle protector for the K98 rifle. The protector has Waffen amt. VGC

The following two lots will be auctioned after lot 160 in the catalogue

160A - DELANY DOUBLE FLINTLOCK PISTOL
Very rare and important historic double turn over pistol by Huguenot and early London Gun maker Henry Delany circa 1715, 9 1/4” .22 bore browned barrels with silver sights. Both barrels are marked DELANY LONDON and with London proof marks, engraved at the rear and beginning of the second stage. Silver ram rod guide containing ebony and horn rod. The lock plate is engraved and marked DELANY. Walnut stock with carved shell and tear drops as well as silver side plate and shell shaped name escucheon with initials. The butt with a two stage silver grotesque mask. The pistol is operated by engaging the half cock then pressing the trigger guard which allows the barrels to turn over. A unique opportunity for the advanced collector. VGWO&C NLR

160B - CLARKE FLINTLOCK BLUNDERBUSS
A rare and unusual skeleton stock Blunderbuss by Nicholas Clarke of Dublin circa 1790, 10 3/8” octagonal to round brass barrel with cannon turns, marked DUBLIN and with Cork county registration number, (also on the brass butt-plate). The lock plate is marked CLARKE, brass triggerguard with acorn finial, original brass tipped ram rod. ExC original skeleton stock and the first we have offered for sale like this. At only 25” overall length it is a very compact Blunderbuss ExWO&C NLR
Items Not Necessarily to Scale
BACK COVER: Lot 180 NZ Military Vickers MkI Machine Gun
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